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BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Our clients are our top most priority. Our overall objective is to create and deliver a delightful 

customer experience to all our clients at all touch points.

Delivering a delightful customer experience will be achieved through a transformed culture 

and efficient systems and processes.

Our Vision
To be the Insurance
partner that protects

Africa’s future 

We deliver Value by
empowering individuals

to take control of the
things that matter most

to them. 

Our Mission 

Our Values

• Efficiency
• Flexibility
• Ethics
• Empowerment
• Legacy
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Tanzania

Uganda Kenya
Kisumu

Nakuru

Mombasa

Kericho

Machakos

Nairobi

Thika

Nyeri

Eldoret

BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY

PRESENCE

Our clients can access services from any of our dedicated teams across Africa located in Kenya, 

Tanzania and Uganda.

In Kenya, we have an extensive branch network in Nairobi, Kisumu, Mombasa, Eldoret, 

Machakos, Nyeri, Thika and Nakuru.
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

LAUNCH OF INTERNAL CAMPAIGN ‘AAR THRIVE’

THE LAUNCH

The Company’s overall objective of delivering delightful customer experience can only be 

believable if internal stakeholders receive a delightful experience. In order to entrench what 

it means for our internal stakeholders to have good experience working for AIK, an internal 

campaign AAR Thrive was launched. The campaign is an AIK promise to stakeholders that they 

are at their best when they are thriving in all aspects of their life.

A call was made to staff to sign up to be members of AAR Thrive club, this is because need for 

success is an individual’s decision and therefore to be part of the activities was voluntary. The 

first activity that marked the launch of the club was thrive wellness activity dubbed ‘A trip down 

memory lane’ where staff had a day to remember their childhood games.

It was nostalgic and exhilarating as different team members brought in their prowess of what 

was once their favorite childhood games at the public service club. Games included bano, kati, 

bladder, rounders’ and tyres. As she opened the event, the brand manager Carolyne Nekesa, 

invited the team to let loose, confirming that the whole purpose of the event was to create 

a therapeutic environment for the club members to embrace physical, mental, social and 

environmental wellness.

The Managing Director, Mr. Nixon Shigoli confirmed that they had indeed taken a step towards 

the right direction confirming that the thrive wellness component will go a long way in providing 

tools and solutions for enriching their health and wellness.

Other components of the Thrive campaign included, Thrive community, Thrive Business, and 

Thrive Career. The chief Operations Officer and Patron of Thrive wellness is Ms. Mercy Ndegwa .

The club members will be entitled to a series of activities that would impact them positively 

towards their health and wellness.
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

THRIVE WELLNESS: COOKERY SESSION

Food and nutrition has to be undeniably one of the most controversial health discussion 

globally. Perhaps this is because of the conflicting information and advice about the topic with 

various diets mushrooming around the world with various experts advising on what methods to 

use to lose weight and keep fit. However, eating a healthy and nutritious meal does not have to 

be so complicated with strict limitation that drive you off the foods that you love. Healthy eating 

is about feeling great, having more energy and improving health.

The AAR Insurance Thrive wellness club members had the opportunity to learn the essence 

of preparing healthy natural meals through a cookery session facilitated by the Dr. Dennis 

Nturibi, the founder and CEO of AskADoc Ltd.

The session gave practical skills on how to prepare food in its most natural form. The cooking 

points illustrated how to;

1. Bake whole wheat chapatti 

2. Make healthy raw vegetables and fruits salad

3. Cook vegetables such as sukuma wiki without oil

4. Prepare healthy and tasty meals such as legumes, githeri and beams without oil.

5. Prepare nutritious soups using natural ingredients.

6. Prepare whole grain brown rice.

The club members were encouraged to practice healthy cooking of their favorite meals at 

home. The trick was not to avoid food, but to be conscious of eating healthy nutritious meals.

Sample caption area for the above image.

Thrive wellness club 

members follow healthy 

cooking instructions from 

Ask-a-doc team.
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

THRIVE WELLNESS: SLEEP THERAPY

Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely absence of 

disease or sickness. Mindfully focusing on our wellbeing builds resilience and enable us thrive 

amidst the challenges. To bring attention to an area of wellness mostly ignored, AAR Thrive 

organized a sleep hygiene therapy session for club members.

Members were enlightened on the do’s and don’ts of sleep and its importance to our health. 

He took members through different types of sleep as well as rest as a whole, key focus on the 

different types of sleep pattern, the consequences of lack of sleep as well as healthy habits for 

a healthy sleep.

Rest is always neglected due to different reasons with majority focusing on work schedules 

without enough time to take a breather. The resultant effects due to lack of enough rest can 

result to some critical issues in life that if not corrected on time can be so harmful to human 

health.

The therapy session commenced with a sleep hygiene analysis quiz to the club members 

to assess the behaviors associated with potential sleep problems including social and 

environmental factors as well as believes and attitude that affect a healthy sleeping pattern.

Members were enlightened on the different types of sleep that is, REM (Rapid Eye Movement) 

and NON-REM types of sleep of respectively mentioning that during the REM type of sleep, 

dreams are present, muscle twitching is present and that the heart rate and the blood presence 

tend to fluctuate whereas in the NON-REM types of sleep, the latter is absent and stable.

Some of the consequences of lack of sleep mentioned were fatigue, reduced immunity and 

stress as well as frequent illnesses and chronic diseases. 

The team was also taken through a deeper understanding of the recommended sleeping hours 

for various age groups as highlighted below.

•  Newborns (18-20 hrs)

•  Infant (16-20 hrs)

•  Toddler’s (12-14 hrs)

•  Preschool (11-13 hrs)

•  School going (10-11 hrs)

•  Adults (7-8 hrs)
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

THRIVE WELLNESS: CLASSIC MARATHON

Following the launch of AAR Thrive, the year concluded with a team building activity in form of 

a marathon that brought together all staff together with partners from Carepay, who are the 

developers and administrators of the M-TIBA platform, a convenient solution that manages 

medical cover through mobile phone.

The event brought together staff and sales agents who formed different competing groups. 

The groups were; The Cheetahs composed of marketing, customer service & retention, sales 

and COO, The Tigers composed of membership, provider network , underwriter’s and MD’s 

office, The Sharks composed of Human Resource, IT, non-medical sales,procuremet, sales 

staff. The Infernos composed of finance, risk, audit and The Foxes which composed of claims, 

case management ,pricing, head of operations and GCEO’s office.

Team Sharks was the winning team of the First edition of the Thrive classic 
marathon with Mr. Isaac Muthui graced as overall winner of the marathon.

The first edition of the classic marathon was flagged off by Ms. Mercy Ndegwa, the Patron of the 

Thrive Wellness Club. The company is committed to provide the right resources and environment 

for individuals to thrive in wellness. The marathon will in future be used as an awareness 

creation event as well as fundraising for the Company’s corporate social responsibility support. 

The second edition of the marathon will be held in 2020 and will be elevated to include other 

key stakeholders such as partners, customers, and potential customers.

The winning team 

displaying their medals 

during the AAR Classic 

marathon
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

AAR PROACTIVE FOOTBALL CLUB’S PARTICIPATION IN THE AKI GAMES

STAFF WELLNESS CHECKUP

AAR Insurance is represented by AAR Proactive football and volleyball club during the annual 

AKI games. The AKI games bring together players from the Insurance Industry to indulge in 

various competitive sports.

AAR Insurance was represented by the Proactive FC Team and AAR Proactive 
volleyball teams, internal football clubs made up of staff members. During opening 
of their first game, AAR Proactive FC played against Kenya RE, where the team 
beat Kenya Re to a 7 - 0 Win.

The AAR Proactive Volley Ball team were the high performers of the teams, 
competing to the final stage and taking up the third position in the industry.

The Proactive FC Captain, Mr. Eric Oduol, congratulated both teams for a job well 
done and emphasized the importance of keeping up with the scheduled training 
sessions and maintaining high standards of discipline and focus.

A medical checkup for staff was organized by the HR team in collaboration with the PR team. The purpose 

for the wellness checkup was to help reduce risks of potentially missed diagnoses, screen for diseases, 

assess risk of future medical problems and encourage a healthy lifestyle. Regular check-ups can help 

find potential health issues before they become a problem. Early detection gives one the best chance for 

getting the right treatment quickly and avoiding any complications.

Part of the AAR Proactive 

football club members 

during the 2019 AKI 

games
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EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE

ANNUAL STAFF TEAM BUILDING EXERCISE

This is an exercise that the company will conduct annually to encourage staff 
members on importance of taking their health seriously and to evaluate health 
of its workforce.

The AAR Insurance family went for a get together ‘team building’ at Rosedale Gardens in Kilimani to reflect 

on the half year progress as well as formulate strategies that would see the team enjoy a successful 2020.

The team building session was facilitated by Masaai Africa safari Ltd. The session started with a warm up 

activity which involved the team participating in a Zumba session to invigorate and warm up in preparation 

for an afternoon of fun and learning.

After a hearty meal, the teams were paired into different groups where they participated in activities 

such as pass the stick, corporate shoe, bubble soccer, corporate mission vision, masai warrior and sumo 

wrestling.

Unique to this event was the fact that staff participated without their managers.
The objective was for staff to bond freely on their own and express themselves 
by sharing strategies the company can use to improve their livelihoods in the 
company. This led to a session dubbed ‘ifikie wakubwa’. Where staff expressed 
suggestions for running the organization. Some of the areas implemented from 
the suggested ideas include introduction of flexi hours, enhanced maternity 
medical benefit and exclusion of questions during staff meeting.

“Alone we can do so 

little; together we can 

do so much.”-staff team 

building at Rosedale 

garden .
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OUR PLANET 

PARTNERSHIP WITH T4H IN GLOBAL TREE PLANTING  

Tree planting has a great benefit for the environment and the planet at large. Apart from 

producing oxygen and removing contaminants from the air, trees also absorb the greenhouse 

gases that cause global warming, thus planting more trees fights global warming, climate 

change and helps preserve the earth’s ecosystem.

In line with our vision of protecting Africa’s future, AAR Insurance partnered with AAR 

Healthcare trees for health (T4H) tree planting exercise at Ngong Hills Forest.

The theme of the exercise was “plant your waist line size” AAR Insurance was represented by 

Thrive community members who planted trees numbering the size of their waistline.

Participants contributed to the wellbeing of their health and of the community a 
contribution to the wellbeing of their health and that of the community

Mr. Gerishon Mwangi, AAR 

Internal Audit Manager 

preparing to plant a tree 

during the Annual trees for 

health tree planting.
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OUR PLANET

VISIT TO THE NEWLIGHT CHILDREN’S HOME 

As part of giving back to the society during the Global Customer Service Week, AAR Insurance 

represented by customer service and retention department, visited New Light Children’s Home.

The purpose of the visit was to acquaint the staff with voluntary service as well as contribute 

positively to the home through essentials and voluntary service.

The staff took part in the daily chores performed at the home including cooking 
for the children, cleaning the compound, doing their laundry, serving them and 
enjoying a meal together. The team also did shopping for the home for essential 
stuff including  food, diapers and tinned milk for the babies. 

AAR staff donating 

essentials and food items 

to new life children’s home 

during the 2019 customer 

service week.

Fenny and Esther from 

retention department 

assisting in doing 

laundry.
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OUR PLANET

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AT THE MAKADARA SUB-COUNTY

Inorder to engage the communities in its agenda to create impact by eradicating a wide range 

of diseases through sustainable Development Agenda, AAR insurance Thrive community 

members partnered with Nairobi City Council and AAR Healthcare to make an impact to 

volunteer in Makadara sub-county. The team convened at the East Africa College of technology 

for cleaning session. Additionally, a health talk was organized to sensitize the sub county on 

some of the steps and actions that they need to put in place in order to achieve optimum health.

The sub county administrator Makadara division, Mr. Charles Mabonga, thanked both AAR 

Insurance and AAR Healthcare for supporting the country in realizing its mission of a clean 

environment.

Also present was Dr.Muriithi, who emphasized to the members of the Sub County and guests 

present on some of the step that can take to eradicate a wide range of diseases and address 

persistent and emerging health issues.

Dr.Muriithi highlighted some of the steps as;

1. Eating a balanced diet

2. Engaging in physical activity

3. Stress management e.g. accessing activity levels, joining social networks, 
improving relationships and investing in positive relationships.

4. Adopting healthy sleep patterns

5. Regular health check ups

6. Taking control of one’s safety e.g. wearing safety belts and helmets

AAR Staff engaging in a 

tree planting exercise.
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OUR PLANET

CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION PROJECT 

AAR Insurance is dedicated to making a significant impact on the lives of children and youth 

across the country through the Thrive Community Club. Thrive Community, is a dedicated club 

that seeks to engage communities through CSR activities that make a significant contribution 

to changing the lives of communities where AAR Insurance operates. 

The Club members visited Makaalu Primary school in Machakos to witness the official 

groundbreaking of 18 sanitation blocks in three Schools around the Wamunyu area in Machakos. 

The students at Makaalu, Kaitha, and Kaliambeu Primary schools did not have proper sanitation 

blocks due to the previous pit latrines collapsing, this exposed the students to contracting 

various diseases brought about by poor health conditions. It is against this background that 

AAR Insurance partnered with KCDF and Kenya connect to build sanitation blocks for the three 

schools.

The groundbreaking ceremony was officiated by the National Sales Manager Retention -AAR 

Insurance, Mr. Wilfred Mutuku, Executive Director, KCDF, Janet Mawiyoo, CEO, Kenya Connect, 

and Mr. James Musyoka. 

Access to safe water, adequate sanitation, and proper hygiene can reduce 
the prevalence of many communicable diseases, leading to improved health, 
poverty reduction, and socio-economic development. The initiative is part of 
AAR Insurance’s broader commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals, 
specifically Goal 3, which deals with Health and Wellbeing, and Goal 6, which 
deals with water and sanitation.

Mr. Wilfred Mutuku 

(NSM-New Business 

&Distribution)laying 

foundation for sanitation 

block in Makueni County as 

part of CSR activity.
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PROFIT - (Chairman Statement)

ECONOMY AND MARKET ANALYSIS

Global economy: Global economic 

growth declined to an estimated 

2.4% in 2019, the lowest rate of 

expansion since the global financial 

crisis in 2008. However, global 

inflation rate fell from 3.7% in 

2018 to 2.0% in 2019 driven by 

lower energy prices and decline in 

commodity prices and wage levels 

in many countries. 

Regional economy: Sub-Saharan 

Africa’s growth slowed slightly to 

3.1% compared to 3.3% in 2018 

attributed to increased agricultural 

productivity and infrastructure 

investment. East Africa remained 

the continent’s fastest growing 

region with an estimated average 

growth of 5.0% in 2019 buoyed by 

increased private consumption, 

manufacturing and investment in 

public infrastructure. 

Kenya economy: Kenya’s real GDP 

grew by 5.4% in 2019 compared 

to 6.3% in 2018. While some 

key sectors of the economy like 

agriculture and manufacturing 

recorded slowed performance, 

others like financial and insurance 

activities (6.6%) and real estate 

(5.3%) achieved accelerated growth. 

According to the Kenya National 

Bureau of Statistics, headline 

inflation averaged 5.2% in 2019 

compared to 4.7% in 2018 with 

the increase mainly attributed to 

rise in food prices in the first half 

of the year. The overall year-on-

year inflation rate stood at 5.8% in 

December 2019. 

The Kenyan Shilling strengthened 

against the Euro but weakened 

against the US Dollar. Among the 

East Africa currencies, Tanzania 

Shilling depreciated against the 

Kenya Shilling by 3.7% and 0.7% 

respectively, while the Uganda 

Shilling gained against the Kenya 

Shilling by 1.3%. The Shilling closed 

the year at Shs 130.18 to the Sterling 

Pound, Shs 101.99 to the Dollar and 

Shs 114.18 to the Euro.

On behalf of the board of directors, I am pleased to present to you the 

annual financial report for the year 2019. Indeed, I am delighted and 

honored to present my first report having been appointed Chairman 

in June 2019. The year was a challenging but encouraging year. 

Although the country recorded positive economic growth, erratic 

weather patterns and reduced government investment, affecting key 

sectors of the economy, saw the country’s real GDP decline from 6.5% 

in 2018 to 5.4% in the financial year under review.

CHAIRMAN STATEMENT

Thomas Mshindi
Chairman
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PROFIT - (Chairman Statement)

KENYAN INSURANCE INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE

INNOVATING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

According to the Insurance Regulatory Authority, insurance industry gross premium written 

stood at Shs 228.8 Billion as at December 2019 compared to Shs 216.3 at the end of 2018 

representing 5.7% growth. Long term insurance and general insurance segments grew by 

11.9% and 1.6% respectively. Total industry assets stood at Shs 705.8 Billion at the end of 2019 

compared to Shs 637.4 Billion in 2018.

Customers are becoming more enlightened about their insurance needs and therefore 

skeptical of what insurers have to offer them. Moreover, the insurance industry is undergoing a 

digital disruption that is transforming how insurers engage with consumers. We are therefore 

focused on re-aligning our products and services to meet emerging consumer trends, needs 

and expectations in a rapidly digitizing business environment. 

In doing this, we are inspired by our customers’ desire for value for money and convenience.  

During the period under review, we unveiled Unlimicare, a revolutionary health insurance cover 

that gives individuals and families freedom to enjoy full medical benefits without any limit 

restrictions. 

General insurance business remained the largest contributor to industry insurance 
activity contributing 57.3% of total premium. Motor insurance and medical 
insurance classes of business account for 67.1% of the gross premium income under 
the general insurance business.

Strategic partnerships are key to the sustained growth of our business. Partnering 
with health technology firm, Carepay, we introduced M-TIBA, a digital platform 
that enables our customers to manage their medical expenses by dialing USSD 
code *253# on their phone. 

During the period under review, we also partnered with Kenya Women Finance 
Trust to launch Afyafit, a medical insurance cover targeting low and middle 
income earners. 
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GIVING BACK TO THE COMMUNITY 

LOOKING FORWARD

As a responsible business we are conscious of the need to invest in the well-being of the 

communities around us. As part of our sustainability agenda, we kicked off an initiative to 

improve water and sanitation standards in schools starting in Machakos County where we 

partnered with the Kenya Community Development Foundation to construct sanitation blocks 

for three schools in Wamunyu area.

Innovation and forging strategic partnerships to transform the customer experience while 

improving operational efficiency and claims management will be our core focus. We will 

continue to strengthen our presence in under-served markets like SMEs and micro insurance 

and aggressively pursue emerging business opportunities in the counties.

Through the initiative, the company aims to transform the lives of approximately 
900 school children annually by supporting the construction of hygiene amenities 
in each partner school. The initiative is part of AAR Insurance’s broader 
commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals, specifically Goal 3 (Health 
and Wellbeing) and Goal 6 (Water and Sanitation). 

PROFIT - (Chairman Statement)
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PROFIT - (MD Statement)

Kenya’s economy recorded relatively slower activity in 2019 compared to the previous year 

mainly due to a decline in output in major sectors like agriculture and transport. However, 

financial services sector including insurance recorded growth during the period under review. 

General insurance business continued to dominate, accounting for 57.3% of the industry’s total 

premium income. The medical insurance class contributed 32.4% of total gross premium income 

in the general business category, competing closely with motor insurance at 34.7%. While 

health insurance has shown promising growth, it continues to face myriad challenges, mostly 

fraud, rising costs and high claims ratio. In addition, technological and regulatory disruptions 

in the insurance industry are radically reshaping the market landscape in unexpected ways.    

DISRUPTION IN THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY

Innovation powered by technology is profoundly changing how businesses engage with 

customers. The insurance industry is no exception. Digital mobile and online channels are 

empowering consumers and upending traditional distribution models. Big Data and new 

technology will be a game changer in speeding up claims, automating back office processes 

and improving the customer experience. These changing market dynamics require us to rapidly 

scale up our digital capabilities in order to keep up with the shift in consumer trends.  There 

have been disruptive changes in the regulatory environment during the year notably the ‘cash 

and carry rule’ requiring premiums to be paid upfront in order for the insurer to assume risk in 

respect of insurance business. Further, no insurance intermediaries are allowed to receive any 

premiums on behalf of the insurer.

Additionally, insurance companies have to comply with the Insurance regulatory (Capital 

Adequacy) Guidelines requiring insurers to maintain a capital adequacy ratio of at least 200% 

of minimum capital by 2020. The IFRS 17 applying to insurance contracts is expected to be 

implemented by 1st January 2021 and seeks to promote greater financial transparency.   The 

new rules essentially require us to make significant changes in our financial reporting and 

distribution system and this comes at a cost. It also significantly affects our relationships with 

intermediaries, a core source of business for us. 

On behalf of the board of directors am pleased to present to 
you the annual financial report for the year 2019.

MD STATEMENT

Nixon Shigoli
Managing Director & Principal Officer
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

Despite this increasingly challenging business environment, the company recorded a net profit 

of Shs 517 Million last year compared to a loss of Shs 253 Million the previous financial year 

due to a significant reduction in the claims ratio. Profit before tax also climbed to Shs 756.8 

Million compared to a loss of Shs 334.6 Million in 2018. This is as a result of growth in revenue, 

commission earned from reinsurance arrangement, efficient claims management and savings 

on management expenses.

Net claims fell from Shs 3.3 billion in 2018 to Shs 1.7 billion last year as a result of enhanced 

efficiency in claims management. This was largely driven by improvement in technology and 

efficiency in claims processing which led to reduction in claims incurred compared to the 

previous year. 

Below is graphical presentation of GWP and profit growth.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BUSINESS PERFORMANCE  (CONTINUED)

Total assets rose from Shs 3.9 billion to Shs 4.8 billion, a 24% increase, with shareholders’ 

funds increasing from Shs 563 million to Shs 1.1 billion during the period under review. 

The overall improved performance was largely attributable to a realignment of the business 

to focus on enhanced efficiency, product innovation and expanding into new market segments.   

Our relentless focus on operational efficiency, tightening claims management, and exploiting 

new opportunities in the market is paying off. Going forward, we will be expanding our customer 

relationships, enhancing the client experience and deepening innovation in our distribution 

ecosystem.  

Apart from enhancing business efficiency, we are also expanding our business portfolio by 

targeting under-served markets like small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and microinsurance. 

As the Chairman has noted in his report, strategic partnerships will play a key role in advancing 

this agenda.

PROFIT - (MD Statement)

Gross Written Premium increased by 4.5% from Shs 5.6 billion to Shs 5.9 billion 
while operating expenses declined from Shs 1.1 billion in 2018 to Shs 1.08 billion.  
Income from fees and commissions rose from Shs 32 million to Shs 586 million 
owing to new reinsurance arrangements placed.

As a customer-centric business, we have to continuously respond to evolving customer needs. 

In this regard, we launched a policy plan that allows customers to make monthly payments 

instead of paying the full amount upfront, in a bid to increase access to medical insurance 

especially in the informal sector. 

We also unveiled Unlimicare, a medical insurance policy that allows patients to 
access treatment without sub-limits and partnered with e-commerce firm CarePay 
to launch a new service that allows customers to manage medical expenses using 
their mobile phone.

In April 2019, we sealed a partnership with Kenya Women’s Finance Trust (KWFT) 
to roll out a microfinance product Afyafit for KWFT customers. We also launched 
an SME medical cover seeking to tap into this huge under-served market. 
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PROFIT - (MD Statement)

In 2019, we leveraged our partnerships to progress our digital strategy. We 
partnered with health IT provider Carepay to roll out M-TIBA a service provided 
by Safaricom. M-TIBA enables our customers to manage medical expenses 
and claims using mobile phones.   We also added MyDawa to our wide panel of 
providers to enable our customers purchase drugs by uploading the prescriptions 
on the platform. The drugs are then delivered right to their doorstep. These 
apps make it easier to purchase insurance products easier and are flexible and 
convenient to customers. 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Technology offers a robust platform for us to deliver an enhanced customer experience, cost-

effective products and efficient processes. We are automating our underwriting and distribution 

activities to enhance efficiency and the customer experience.  To achieve a win-win situation for 

customers, AAR insurance is deploying technology and automation to satisfy the customer’s 

needs while also utilizing limited resources more efficiently.

The company is complying with the cash and carry requirement and this explains 
the drop in insurance premium receivables in 2019 to Shs 265 Million (2018: 
Shs 456 Million).

ADAPTING TO AN EVOLVING REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

The Company’s capital management improved in 2019 compared to prior year owing to a strong 

financial performance. As a result, the capital adequacy ratio was 102% (2018: 21%) hence the 

company complied with the regulator’s requirement of 100%. We also fully implemented IFRS 

9 and 16 in the period under review.
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ADAPTING TO AN EVOLVING REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT (CONTINUED)

FRAUD AND RELATED CHALLENGES

FUTURE OUTLOOK

Fraud and related malpractices remain a major industry concern with escalating claims 

especially in the medical insurance class. According to the Insurance Regulatory Authority, 

medical claims accounted for 36.3% of total industry paid claims as at December 2019. 

Fraudulent activities involving medical claims include collusion between policy holders and 

service providers, over-billing for unnecessary tests and inflated pharmacy expenses. Improving 

capacity for early detection and prevention of fraud is therefore a priority.

Working with our partners and clients, AAR Insurance is committed to improving our processes 

for instance, through the use of digital tools to enhance transparency and empower our 

customers with greater control over expenses. Our customers can now manage their medical 

expenses on the M-TIBA platform by simply dialing USSD code *253# on their phones. 

Our focus will continue to be on product and process innovation while continuously improving 

our processes through automation to enhance efficiency and the overall customer experience. 

Strategic partnerships that enable us to accomplish these objectives and deliver superior value 

to our customers will be a priority.
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COMPANY AWARDS IN 2019

CIO 100 AWARD

AAR Insurance won five awards during the 2019 Think Business Insurance awards. Awards 

won included best medical underwriter – personal category, an award that seeks to recognize 

the company that offers the most robust and efficient personal medical cover profitably. Best 

insurance company in technology, which comes at a time when technology is dramatically 

changing how insurance companies interact with their customers. AAR Insurance was able to 

demonstrate how it is applying technology to interact with customers to provide efficient and 

seamless service delivery through mobile and other digital application.

Every year, the CIO East Africa, a leading tech firm and magazine, recognizes and awards 

the top 100 companies in East Africa, who use technology to drive business and change the 

customer experience.

AAR Insurance also banked the following awards

THE CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION AWARD
2ND POSITION 

MOST CUSTOMER
CENTRIC AWARD
3RD POSITION 

TRAINING 
AWARDS
3RD POSITION 

MEDICAL 
UNDERWRITER AWARD
3RD POSITION 

The think Business Insurance awards are designed to access, recognize and 
celebrate innovation, prudence and stability in the sector by recognizing 
individuals and organizations that have exemplified outstanding performance in 
the sector over the past financial year.

THINK BUSINESS INSURANCE AWARDS
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AAR INSURANCE ADOPTS USE OF MTIBA FOR CLAIMS MANAGEMENT

AAR Insurance Kenya officially launched its adoption of the MTIBA solution through a press 

briefing at the AAR Insurance offices. MTIBA is a platform that empowers our customers to 

manage their medical expenses using their mobile phones. MTIBA will replace the medical 

cards that clients have been using to access treatment, thus customers will no longer have to 

walk around with a medical card since all they require is a mobile phone to access service. The 

launch was successful following a partnership between AAR Insurance Kenya & Carepay, the 

developer and administrators of the MTIBA platform.

The award was after successful submission of entries reflecting some of the digital 
transformation initiative done by the company and a clear representation of the 
strategic direction of the strategic direction of the company to become a leading 
digital insurer. The award represents a great leap in the insurance industry and 
has put the brand on the map.

AAR Insurance Kenya joined other larger corporations across East Africa during the CIO 100 

symposium. The theme for the year was harnessing innovation in the age of automation. The 

symposium brought together great minds in the tech industry who discussed and demystified 

the digital transformation process and banking on technology to offer value and return on 

investment. The symposium offered a great platform for AAR Insurance to showcase some of 

the digital initiatives that have transformed the business such as MTIBA.

The entry submission paid off as AAR Insurance was named among the top companies in 

East Africa who have adopted technology to offer business value and customer experience. 

The highlight of the evening was when AAR Insurance was recognized with a silver mark and 

emerged top in the insurance sector.

PROFIT
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Also present during the media event from AAR Insurance Kenya was the Chief 
Operations Officer, Ms. Mercy Ndegwa, General Manager, ICT, Mr. Wilfred Rono, 
Senior Manager- Clinical Services, Dr. Jared Osoro and represented from Carepay 
was Commercial Director, Dr. Tooroti Mwirigi and Director, Mr. Jagi Gakunju.

The Health amendment bill, recently signed into law, dictates to insure them 
from professional and malpractice related cases and thus the Union had no more 
negotiation with the employers for having the cover was now mandatory.

(L-R) Mr .Nixon Shigoli,MD 

AAR Insurance with Mr. 

Moses Kuria,  MD Carepay 

signing agreement to adopt 

MTIBA Solution.

PARTNERSHIP WITH CAREMARK FOUNDATION (FORMERLY KNUN) FOR 
PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY COVER 

AAR Insurance partnered with the Caremark Foundation (Formerly known as KNUN) for the 

provision of Professional Indemnity Cover for the Union Nurses. The signed deal took effect in 

January 2020 and seeks to protect nurses from malpractice suits.

At least 29,000 nurses are set to benefit from the indemnity cover negotiated by the union. 

Every nurse will be required to pay  ksh.9,600 every year and arrangements were to be made 

with the employer on how the money would be deducted.
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PRODUCT LAUNCHES 2019

LAUNCH OF AAR UNLIMICARE MEDICAL COVER

AAR Insurance partnered with KWFT Bank and Bliss Healthcare, one of the largest hospital 

network in Kenya to offer a revolutionary medical insurance cover targeting low and middle 

income earners in Kenya called AfyaFit.

The product has been tailored to provide medical cover for a family of six (6) members and has 

unique features which include;

AAR Insurance launched a revolutionary health 

insurance cover dubbed AAR unlimicare designed to 

give one and the family freedom to enjoy full medical 

benefits without sub-limits.

With the cover, members can spend on treatment 

to the full limits purchased without worrying about 

sub-limits. 

The cover entitles one to;

•  Affordable quality outpatient and inpatient services

•  Comprehensive maternity cover 

•  No age limit

•  Can operate exclusive of NHIF.

•  Access more than 350 clinics

•  Covers dental and optical treatment

•  Financing available 

1. In-patient medical cover up to the full limit

2. No sub-limit on Pre-existing and Chronic Conditions

3. New-borns covered from birth up to the full limit

4. Enjoy maternity cover up to the full cover limit

5. Optical and dental care up to the full limit                                                                                 

AAR INSURANCE LAUNCHES KWFT AFYAFIT MEDICAL COVER IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 
KWFT BANK;
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AAR INSURANCE KENYA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The directors who held office during the year and to the date of this report were:

Chairman

 

TOM
MSHINDI

Director

 

BEATRICE
SOY

Director

 

MAARTEN O
COPPOOLSE

Director

 

CHRISTINE
KILONZO

Group CEO

CAROLINE
MUNENE

Director

 

PEITER
ZUIJDGEEST

Director

JONES
NZOMO

Director (Alternate)

JEROEN V
VRIESMAN
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AAR INSURANCE KENYA 
EXECUTIVE TEAM

 

NIXON
SHIGOLI

Managing Director

PETER
GAKINYA

HR Business
Partner

WILFRED
RONO

GM, ICT

JONAH
GATHAMA

GM, Sales & Marketing

 

MERCY
NDEGWA

Chief Operations
Officer

HOSEA
KIPROP

GM, Finance
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PwC Tower, Waiyaki Way/

Chiromo Road

Westlands

P O Box 43963 – 00100

Nairobi, Kenya

Company Secretary 

Godwin Wangongu

Mboya Wangongu & 

Waiyaki Advocates

Lex Chambers, Off James 

Gichuru Road, Lavington

P O Box 74041 - 00200 

Nairobi, Kenya 

Legal Advisors 

A F Gross & Company 

Elgeyo Marakwet Close

P O Box 21159 - 00505 

Nairobi, Kenya 

Actuaries  

Kenbright Actuarial and 

Financial Services Ltd 

ACK Garden House, 1st 

Ngong Avenue, Upperhill

P O Box 28281-00200

Nairobi, Kenya

Principal Bankers 

Stanbic Bank Limited

Stanbic Centre, Chiromo 

Road

P O Box 72833 - 00200

Nairobi, Kenya 

Citibank N A

Citibank House, Upper 

Hill Road

P O Box 30711 - 00100 

Nairobi, Kenya 

Barclays Bank of Kenya 

Limited

Barclays Plaza

P O Box 46661 - 00100

Nairobi, Kenya

Kenya Commercial Bank 

Limited

Sarit Centre

P O Box 14959 - 00800

Nairobi, Kenya

Registered Office  

George Williamson House

4th Ngong Avenue

P.O. Box 41766 -00100

Nairobi, Kenya
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BUSINESS REVIEW

RESULTS AND DIVIDEND

The Company is licensed to design and distribute general insurance products as stipulated in 

the Insurance Act, Cap 487 of the laws of Kenya.

Gross written premium income increased by 4.5% to Shs 5.86 billion (2018: Shs 5.61 billion) 

and net earned premium decreased by 27% to Shs 3.13 billion (2018: Shs 4.31 billion). Net 

benefits and claims decreased by 49% to Shs 1.68 billion (2018: Shs 3.30 billion). Profit before 

income tax during the year amounted to Shs 757 million (2018: Loss before income tax of Shs 

335 million).

The Company’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks, including underwriting risk, 

credit risk and market risks. The Company’s overall risk management programme focuses on 

the identification and management of risks and seeks to minimise potential adverse effects on 

its financial performance.

The Company’s risk management policies include the use of underwriting guidelines and 

capacity limits, reinsurance planning, credit policy governing the acceptance of clients and 

defined criteria for the approval of intermediaries and reinsures. There are investment policies 

in place to help manage liquidity and seek to maximise return within an acceptable level of 

interest rate risk. 

The Company’s risk management objectives and policies are detailed in Note 34.

Profit for the year amounted to Shs 517 million (2018: loss of Shs 253 million) and has been 

added to/deducted from retained earnings. The directors do not recommend the payment of a 

dividend for the year ended 31 December 2019 (2018: Nil).

The Directors submit their report together with the audited financial statements for the year 

ended 31 December 2019 which disclose the state of affairs of AAR Insurance Kenya Limited 

(the “Company”).

The directors who held office during the year and to the date of this report are 
listed on page 1.

DIRECTORS
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DISCLOSURES TO AUDITOR

TERMS OF APPOINTMENT OF AUDITORS

The directors confirm that with respect to each director at the time of approval of this report:  

1. There was, as far as each director is aware, no relevant audit information of which the 

Company’s auditor is unaware; and

2. Each director has taken all steps that ought to have been taken as a director so as to be 

aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the Company’s auditor is 

aware of that information.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP continue in office in accordance with the Company’s Articles of 

Association and Section 719 of the Kenyan Companies Act, 2015.

The directors monitor the effectiveness, objectivity and independence of the auditor. This 

responsibility includes the approval of the audit engagement contract and the associated fees 

on behalf of the shareholders. 

By order of the Board

SECRETARY

__________________________________________ 2020
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CODE OF CORPORATE PRACTICE AND CONDUCT

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

AAR Insurance Kenya Limited is committed to the principles of effective corporate governance 

and the Board is of the opinion that the Company currently complies with principles of good 

corporate governance.

The Board of Directors of AAR Insurance Kenya Limited consists of eight directors including the 

Principal Officer. The Board takes overall responsibility for the Company, including responsibility 

for identifying key risk areas, considering and monitoring investment decisions, considering 

significant financial matters, and reviewing the performance of management against budgets 

and business plans. The Board is also responsible for ensuring that a comprehensive system of 

internal control policies and procedures is operative, and for compliance with sound corporate 

governance principles. The Board is chaired by a non-executive director, who has no executive 

functions.

The Board is required to meet at least four times a year. The Board delegates the day-to-

day management of the business to the Principal Officer assisted by senior management. All 

directors have access to the Company Secretary and his services and may seek independent 

professional advice, if necessary. It is the Company’s philosophy to manage and control its 

business on a decentralized basis. Senior management meet on a monthly basis to review 

business results, operations, key financial indicators and the strategic direction of the Company. 

Board meetings are held quarterly to deliberate the results of the Company.

The Board is confident that its members have the knowledge, talent and 
experience to lead the Company. The non-executive directors are independent 
of management and exercise their independent judgement. With their depth of 
experience, they add value to Board deliberations.
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BOARD COMMITTEES

The Board is supported by the following committees:

a) Investment or Asset and Liability Management Committee

The responsibilities of this committee are as follows:

i) Asset and Liability Management functions, including

 ■ Ensure that AAR Insurance Kenya Limited invests in a manner which will enable it to adhere 

to the solvency requirements and thus meet its cash flow needs and capital requirements 

at a future date.

 ■ Quantify the level of risk exposure and assess the expected rewards and costs associated 

with the risk exposure.

 ■ Formulate and implement optimal asset liability management strategies and meet risk or 

reward objectives. The strategies must be laid down both at product level and enterprise 

level.

 ■ Lay down the risk tolerance limits.

 ■ Monitor risk exposures at periodic intervals and revise asset liability management 

strategies as appropriate.

 ■ Place the asset liability management information before the Board at periodic intervals. 

ii) Investment functions

 ■ Lay down an overall investment policy and operational framework for AAR Insurance 

Kenya investment operations in compliance with the Insurance Act, CAP 487.

 ■ Periodic review (at least every quarter) of the investment policy based on the performance 

of investments and the evaluation of dynamic market condition.

 ■ All investments made to be approved by board members performing investment functions 

or by the delegated and authorized operational staff to facilitate urgent and day-to-day 

investment operations.

 ■ Effect a reporting system to ensure compliance with the policy set out apart from Internal/

Concurrent Audit mechanisms for a sustained and on-going monitoring of Investment 

Operations.
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b) Remuneration and Nomination Committee

The Committee is required to determine on behalf of the Board and Shareholders with agreed 

terms of reference, the Insurer’s policy on nomination procedures and specific remuneration 

packages and any compensation for directors, the principal officer and senior management

The Board members who served the Committee in 2019 are detailed below:

c) Audit, Risk Management and Compliance Committee

i) Audit functions

 ■ Recommend the appointment of independent auditors during the Annual General Meeting.

 ■ Review of financial information and monitor the effectiveness of management information 

and internal control systems.

 ■ Ensure that the statutory auditors are compliant with the regulatory requirements and 

there are no conflicts of interest in their appointment.

 ■ Deliberate on the significant findings arising from the actuary, internal and external audit 

reviews and from inspections by the Insurance Regulatory Authority (IRA).

The Board members who served the Committee in 2019 are detailed below:

 ■ Christine Kilonzo 

 ■ Pieter Zuijdgeest 

 ■ Jones Nzomo 

 ■ Beatrice M. Soy

 ■ Caroline Munene 

 ■ Nixon Shigoli

 -  Chairperson

 -  Member

-  Member

-  Member

-  Member

-  Ex Officio

 ■ Beatrice M. Soy        

 ■ Jones Nzomo 

 ■ Caroline Munene

 ■ Christine Kilonzo

 ■ Nixon Shigoli

 -  Chairperson

 -  Member

-  Member

-  Member

-  Ex Officio
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ii) Risk management functions

 ■ Develop the risk management strategy for the Company.

 ■ Appoint an independent Actuary.

The Board accepts final responsibility for the risk management systems of the Company. It is the 

task of management to ensure that adequate internal financial and operational control systems 

are developed and maintained on an ongoing basis in order to provide reasonable assurance 

regarding the effectiveness and efficiency of operations, safeguarding of the Company’s assets 

(including information), compliance with the applicable laws, regulations and supervisory 

requirements, reliability of the accounting records, business sustainability under normal as 

well as adverse conditions and responsible behaviour towards all stakeholders.

The Board assessed the internal control systems throughout the financial year ended 31 

December 2019 and is of the opinion that they met acceptable criteria.

iii) Ethics functions

 ■ Supervise and monitor matters reported using the Insurer’s whistle blowing or other 

confidential mechanisms for employees and others to report ethical and compliance 

concerns or potential breaches or violations.

 ■ Approve compliance programs, review their effectiveness on a regular basis and sign off 

on any material compliance issues or matters.

Ethical behaviour

The Company’s Code of Conduct governs all its activities, internal relations and interactions 

with stakeholders in accordance with its ethical values. It is expected of all staff to maintain the 

highest level of integrity and honesty in dealing with customers, suppliers, service providers 

and colleagues.

Compliance with the Code of Conduct is the ultimate responsibility of the Company’s Chief 

Executive Officer and the Company Secretary, with day-to-day monitoring delegated to line 

management with the support of personnel officers.

The efficiency of any internal control system is dependent on the strict observance 
of prescribed measures. There is always a risk of non-compliance of such measures 
by staff. Consequently, even a strict and efficient internal control system can 
provide no more than a reasonable measure of assurance in respect of the above 
mentioned objective.
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Business ethics and organisational integrity

The Company’s Code of Conduct commits it to the highest standards of integrity, conduct and 

ethics in its dealings with all parties concerned including its Directors, managers, employees, 

customers, suppliers, competitors, investors, shareholders and the public in general. The 

Directors and staff are expected to fulfil their ethical obligations in such a way that the business 

is run strictly according to fair commercial competitive practices.

Financial reporting and auditing

The directors accept final responsibility for the preparation of the annual financial statements 

which fairly present:

 ■ The financial position of the Company as at the end of the year under review;

 ■ The financial results of operations for the period; and

 ■ The cash flows for that period.

The responsibility for compiling the annual financial statements is delegated to management. 

The external auditors report on whether the annual financial statements are fairly presented.

The Directors are satisfied that during the year under review:

 ■ Adequate accounting records were maintained;

 ■ An effective system of internal control and risk management, monitored by management, 

was maintained;

 ■ Appropriate Accounting Policies , supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and 

estimates were used consistently;

 ■ The financial statements were compiled in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards and in the manner required by the Revised Kenyan Companies Act 

and Kenyan Insurance Act.

 ■ The Directors are also satisfied that no material event requiring disclosure or accrual has 

occurred between the financial year-end and the date of this report.

The Directors are of the opinion that the Company has sufficient resources and commitments 

at its disposal to operate the business for the foreseeable future. The financial statements have 

therefore been prepared on a going concern basis.

The Board members who served the Committee in 2019 are detailed below:

 ■ Jones Nzomo

 ■ Christine Kilonzo

 ■ Beatrice M. Soy  

 ■  Pieter Zuijdgeest   

 ■ Caroline Munene

 ■ Nixon Shigoli

 -  Chairperson

 -  Member

 -  Member

-  Member

-  Member

-  Ex Officio
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The Kenyan Companies Act, 2015 requires the directors to prepare financial statements for 

each financial year which give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Company at 

the end of the financial year and its profit or loss for that year. The directors are responsible for 

ensuring that the Company keeps proper accounting records that are sufficient to show and 

explain the transactions of the Company; disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the 

financial position of the Company; and that enables them to prepare financial statements of the 

Company that comply with prescribed financial reporting standards and the requirements of 

the Kenyan Companies Act, 2015. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the 

Company and for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other 

irregularities.     

The directors accept responsibility for the preparation and presentation of these financial 

statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and in the manner 

required by the Kenyan Companies Act, 2015. They also accept responsibility for: 

 ■ Designing, implementing and maintaining internal control as they determine necessary to 

enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatements, 

whether due to fraud or error;

 ■ Selecting suitable accounting policies  and then applying them consistently; and

 ■ Making judgements and accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

The directors acknowledge that the independent audit of the financial statements does not 

relieve them of their responsibility.

Approved by the board of directors on ________________ 2020 and signed on its behalf by:

Having made an assessment of the Company’s ability to continue as a going 
concern, the directors are not aware of any material uncertainties related to 
events or conditions that may cast doubt upon the Company’s ability to continue 
as a going concern.

Thomas Mshindi
Chairman

Caroline Munene
Director

Nixon Shigoli
Managing Director
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I have conducted an actuarial valuation of the non-life business of AAR Insurance Kenya 

Limited as at 31 December 2019.

The valuation was conducted in accordance with generally accepted actuarial principles and 

in accordance with the requirements of the Kenyan Insurance Act. These principles require 

prudent provision for future outgo under contracts, generally based upon the assumptions that 

current conditions will continue. Provision is therefore not made for all possible contingencies. 

In completing the actuarial valuation, I have relied upon the financial statements of the 

Company.

In my opinion, the general business of the Company was financially sound and the actuarial 

value of the liabilities in respect of all classes of general business did not exceed the amount 

of claims liabilities at 31 December 2019.

______________________

Ezekiel Macharia

Kenbright Actuarial and Financial Services Ltd

_____ March 2020
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF AAR INSURANCE 
KENYA LIMITED

Report on audit of the financial statements

Opinion

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of AAR Insurance Kenya Limited (the 

“Company”) set out on pages 15 to 78 which comprise the statement of financial position at 31 

December 2019 and the statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, changes 

in equity and cash flows for the year then ended and the notes to the financial statements, 

which include a summary of significant accounting policies.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our 

responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities 

for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. 

We are independent of the company in accordance with the International Ethics Standards 

Board for Accountants (IESBA) International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants 

(including International Independence Standards) (the IESBA Code) together with the ethical 

requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Kenya. We have 

fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IESBA Code.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 

basis for our opinion. 

Key audit matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most 

significance in our audit of the financial statements of the current period. These matters were 

addressed in the context of our audit of the Company financial statements as a whole, and in 

forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial 
position of AAR Insurance Kenya Limited at 31 December 2019 and of its 
financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the 
Kenyan Companies Act, 2015.
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Key Audit Matter How our audit addressed the key 
audit matter

Valuation of insurance contract liabilities Our procedures included the 

following:

 ■ Insurance contract liabilities as 

disclosed under Note 24 comprise 

outstanding claims, additional 

unexpired risk reserve and incurred 

but not reported claims (IBNR). 

 ■ The valuation of insurance contract 

liabilities involves significant 

judgement in estimating the 

expected future outflows. Specifically, 

the actuarial assumptions and 

methodologies involve judgement 

about future events. The valuation 

results are also dependent on the 

quality, integrity and accuracy of the 

data used.

 ■  The key assumptions employed in 

the reserving calculations for general 

insurance include; loss ratios, 

estimates of the frequency and 

severity of claims.

 ■ Claims incurred but not reported 

(IBNR) are determined by projecting 

ultimate claim losses based 

on current loss rates or claim 

experience. However, any material 

changes in the projected claims 

due to changes in the underlying 

assumptions and methodology can 

result in a material impact to the 

valuation. 

 ■ Agreeing a sample of the 

claims paid to supporting 

documentation and comparing 

the claim payments in 2018 to 

the reserves previously held;

 ■ Testing the reasonableness 

of claims outstanding by 

comparing the recorded 

amounts to the latest available 

information on source 

documents such as the medical 

suppliers’ reports;

 ■ Performing reconciliations 

between the claims data used 

for the audit and that used 

by the appointed actuary to 

calculate reserves;

 ■ Assessing the appropriateness 

of the methodology and 

assumptions used in the 

estimation of reserves; and 

 ■ Checking the consistency of 

the reserving methods and 

assumptions bases year on 

year.
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Other information

The other information comprises the information included in the annual report other than the 

financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. The directors are responsible for the 

other information. Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information 

and we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

Responsibilities of the directors for the financial statements

The directors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and 

fair view in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements 

of the Kenyan Companies Act, 2015, and for such internal control as the directors determine 

is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to 
read the other information identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the 
other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our 
knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. 
If, based on the work we have performed on the other information, we conclude 
that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to 
report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing 
the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting 
unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, 
or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as 

a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an 

auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, 

but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a 

material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 

considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 

influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain 

professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

 ■ Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 

obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for 

one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 

misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 ■ Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design 

audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of 

expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.

 ■ Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the directors. 

 ■ Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of 

accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty 

exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s 

ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, 

we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in 

the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. 

Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s 

report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue 

as a going concern. 

 ■ Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, 

including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying 

transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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 ■ We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope 

and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies 

in internal control that we identify during our audit. 

From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine those matters 
that were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the 
current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters 
in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about 
the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter 
should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of 
doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of 
such communication.

Report on other matters prescribed by the Kenyan Companies Act, 2015

In our opinion the information given in the report of the directors on pages 3 and 4 is consistent 

with the financial statements. 

Certified Public Accountants 

Nairobi                                     ___________________________________________________2020

CPA Bernice Kimacia, Practising certificate No. 1457

Signing partner responsible for the independent audit 
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STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

Notes    2019
 Shs’000 

 2018
 Shs’000

Gross written premium - 5,861,920 5,608,947

Unearned premium - (182,030) (49,545)

Gross earned premium 4(a) 5,679,890 5,559,402

Reinsurance premium ceded and capitation risk 

transfer

4(b) (2,545,919) (1,251,796)

Net earned premium 3,133,971 4,307,606

Fees and commission income 5 586,069 31,872

Investment income 6 247,314 233,327

Other operating income 7 8,798 16,135

Total income 3,976,152 4,588,940

Gross benefits and claims incurred 8(a) (4,149,574) (4,532,046)

Claims ceded to reinsurers and capitators 8(b) 2,466,756 1,227,499

Net claims incurred - (1,682,818) (3,304,547)

Unearned premium 9 (449,982) (482,089)

Gross written premium 10(a) (898,807) (919,297)

Unearned premium 10(b) (22,415) -

Gross written premium 11 (165,271) (217,652)

Profit/loss before income tax 756,859 (334,645)

Income tax (expense)/credit 13(a) (239,629) 82,097

Profit/(loss) for the year 517,230 (252,548)

Other comprehensive income, net of tax - - -

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year 517,230 (252,548)

Total comprehensive income/(loss) attributable to the owners of the 
Company

517,230 (252,548)
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Assets Notes    2019
 Shs’000 

 2018
 Shs’000

Property and equipment 15 81,154 92,413

Right of use asset 14 116,959 -

Intangible assets 16 41,836  44,353

Deferred income tax 19 47,979   217,284

Government securities at amortised cost 17 931,673  1,366,924 

Corporate bonds at amortised cost 18(b) 106,067      108,981

Deferred acquisition costs 21(b) 169,705     167,953 

Receivables arising out of insurance arrangements 20 264,786  455,690

Reinsurers’ share of insurance liabilities 21(a) 589,252        42,835 

Current income tax 13(c) 61,211     109,970

Other receivables 22 615,596 333,330

Amount recoverable under fund administration contracts 23(a) 12,975  48,123

Deposits with financial institutions 18(a) 1,324,303   608,649

Cash and bank balances 29(b) 423,772  262,338

Total assets 4,787,268   3,858,843

Equity And Liabilities

Equity

Share capital 28 500,000         500,000 

Share premium 28 660,523         660,523 

Accumulated losses - (88,725)  (597,385)

Total Equity 1,071,798   563,138

LIABILITIES

Lease liability 27 134,046 -

Insurance contract liabilities 24 859,048      1,026,075 

Provision for unearned premiums 25 1,914,395  1,732,365

Amount payable under fund administration contracts 23(b) 52,650 78,822

Payables 26 755,331         458,443

Total liabilities 3,715,470   3,295,705

Total equity and liabilities 4,787,268   3,858,843
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The notes on pages 19 to 78 are an integral part of these financial statements. 

The financial statements on pages 15 to 78 were approved and authorised for issue by the 

Board of Directors on ..............................................2020 and were signed on its behalf by:

Thomas Mshindi
Chairman

Caroline Munene
Director

Nixon Shigoli
Managing Director
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 

Share
premium
Shs’000

Share
premium
Shs’000

Accumulated
losses

Shs’000 

Total
Shs’000

Year ended 31 December 2018

At 1 January 2018 400,000 600,523 (344,837) 655,686

Total comprehensive loss for the year - - (252,548) (252,548)

Transactions with owners in their capacity 
as owners

Shares issued during the year   28 100,000 60,000 - 160,000 

At 31 December 2018 500,000 660,523 (597,385) 563,138

Year ended 31 December 2019

At 1 January 2019 500,000 660,523  (597,385) 563,138

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 - - (8,570) (8,570)

500,000 660,523 (605,955) 554,568

Total comprehensive income for the year - - 517,230 517,230

At 31 December 2019 500,000 660,523 (88,725) 1,071,798

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The notes on pages 19 to 78 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 

Notes    2019
 Shs’000 

 2018
 Shs’000

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash used in operations 29(a) 272,173 (213,540)

Interest paid on lease liabilities 27 (22,415) -

Income tax received/(paid) 13(c) (17,891) 660

Net cash generated from/(used in) operating activities - 231,867 (212,880)

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property and equipment 15 (11,334) (16,690)

Purchase of intangible assets 16 (22,991) (9,971)

Purchase of corporate bonds - - (1,348)

Purchase of  government securities 17 (979,821) (108,595)

Disposal of  government securities 17 1,453,400 -

Interest received 6 247,314 233,327

Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment   - 20 496

Net cash generated from investing activities - 686,588 97,219

Cash flows from investing activities

Payment of principal portion of lease liability 27 (41,367) -

Purchase of intangible assets - - 160,000

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents - 877,088 44,339

Movement in cash and cash equivalents

At 1 January - 870,987 (16,690)

Purchase of intangible assets - 877,088 44,339

Purchase of corporate bonds 29(b) 1,748,075 870,987

The notes on pages 19 to 78 are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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NOTES

AAR Insurance Kenya Limited is incorporated in Kenya under the Companies Act (Cap 486) as 

a private limited liability company.

The address of the registered office is:

Plot L.R 209/311/5

George Williamson House

4th Ngong Avenue

P.O Box 41766-00100

Nairobi.

The Company is licensed to design and distribute general insurance products as stipulated in 

the Insurance Act, Cap 487 of the laws of Kenya.

For Kenyan Companies Act reporting purposes, the balance sheet is represented by the 

statement of financial position and the profit and loss account by the statement of profit or loss 

and other comprehensive income in these financial statements.

The accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out 

below. These policies have been consistently applied to all years presented, unless otherwise 

stated.

a) Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards (“IFRS”),  IFRS Interpretations Committee (IFRS IC) applicable to 

companies reporting under IFRS and the Kenyan Companies Act, 2015. 

The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention, except 

for financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss and investment 

properties which are measured at fair value.

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain 

critical accounting estimates.  It also requires the directors to exercise judgement in the 

process of applying the Company’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree 

of judgement or complexity, or where assumptions and estimates are significant to the 

financial statements, are disclosed in Note 3.

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

2. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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b). Changes in accounting policy and disclosures 

i) New and amended standards adopted by the Company 

The following standards and interpretations have been applied by the Company for the first 

time for the financial reporting year commencing on or after 1 January 2019:

IFRS 16 Leases- Effective 1 January 2019

From 1 January 2019, to comply with IFRS 16, Leases, which replaced IAS 17, Leases, the 

Company now recognises lease liabilities relating to leases under which the Company 

is the lessee that had previously been classified as operating leases (other than leases 

with less than 12 months to run from 1 January 2019 and leases of low value items).Such 

liabilities have been measured at 1 January 2019 at the present value of the remaining lease 

payments discounted using the Company’s incremental borrowing rate as at 1 January 2019. 

Corresponding right-of-use assets have been recognised, measured as if the Company’s 

new accounting policy (see Note 2 (q)) had been applied since the commencement of each 

lease but discounted using the Company’s incremental borrowing rate as at 1 January 2019.

As permitted by the transition provisions in the new Standard, comparative amounts have 

not been restated. The Company’s accounting policy for leases under which the Company 

was lessee was, up to 31 December 2018 is included under Note 2 (q).

Right-of-use assets and lease liabilities in respect of operating leases (excluding leases 

with a term, on commencement, of 12 months or less and leases for which the underlying 

asset is of low value) in force at 1 January 2019 have been recognized in accordance with the 

transition requirements of IFRS16.The resulting adjustment passed at 1 January 2019 as a 

result of applying IFRS 16, was as follows:

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

NOTES (CONTINUED)

 2018
 Shs’000

Right of use asset 175,413

Lease liabilities 175,413

There was nil net impact on retained earnings as at 1 January 2019.
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IFRS 9 Financial Instruments 

The Company has adopted IFRS 9 as issued by the IASB in July 2014 which resulted in changes 

in accounting policies and adjustments to the amounts previously recognised in the financial 

statements. Prior to this the Company was using IAS 39. The Company  had deferred the 

application of IFRS 9 in 2018. However as permitted by the provisions of the Amendments to 

IFRS 4 - Applying IFRS 9 Financial Instruments with IFRS 4 Insurance contracts, the Company 

has irrevocably elected to apply IFRS 9 effective 1 January 2019.  The Company did not early 

adopt any of IFRS 9 in previous periods. 

As permitted by the transitional provisions of IFRS 9, the Company elected not to restate 

comparative figures. Any adjustments to the carrying amounts of financial assets and financial 

liabilities at the date of transition were recognised in the opening retained earnings of the 

current period. 

Consequently, for notes disclosures, the consequential amendments to IFRS 7 disclosures 

have also only been applied to the current period. The comparative period notes disclosures 

repeat those disclosures made in the year.

The adoption of IFRS 9 has resulted in changes in our accounting policies for recognition, 

classification and measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities and impairment 

of financial assets. IFRS 9 also significantly amends other standards dealing with financial 

instruments as IFRS 7 ‘Financial Instruments: Disclosures’. Set out below are disclosures 

relating to the impact of the adoption of IFRS 9 on the Company.

Classification and measurement of financial instruments

The measurement category and the carrying amount of financial assets and liabilities in 

accordance with IAS 39 and the new measurement categories under IFRS 9 are compared as 

follows:
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Original
Classification
under IAS 39

New
Classification
under IFRS 9

Original
carrying 
amount

under IAS 39
Shs’000 

New
carrying
amount

under
IFRS 9

Shs’000

Financial assets

Receivables arising out of 
reinsurance arrangements

Loans and 
receivables

Amortised 
cost

455,690 445,905 

Total comprehensive loss for the 

year

- Amortised 
cost

(252,548) 345,685                     

Transactions with owners in their 
capacity as owners

Amortised 
cost

        46,953

Shares issued during the year   100,000 Amortised 
cost

-    1,366,876 

At 31 December 2018 500,000 Amortised 
cost

(597,385) 105,810 

Shares issued during the year   100,000 Amortised 
cost

-      598,624 

At 31 December 2018 500,000 Amortised 
cost

(597,385) 261,938 

Total financial assets  3,184,035 3,171,791 

NOTES (CONTINUED)

b). Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued) 

i) New and amended standards adopted by the Company (continued) 

 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (continued)

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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IAS 39  carrying 
amount 31

 December 2018
Shs’000

Remeasurements
Shs’000 

IFRS 9 carrying 
amount

1 January 2019 
Shs’000

Receivables arising out of insurance arrangements

Opening balances as per IAS 39 455,690 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - (9,785) - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 445,905 

Other receivables

Opening balances as per IAS 39 333,330 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - 12,355 - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 345,685 

Amounts receivable under fund administration contracts

Opening balances as per IAS 39 48,123 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - (1,170) - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 46,953 

Government securities

Opening balances as per IAS 39 1,366,924 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - (48) - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 1,366,876 

Corporate bonds

Opening balances as per IAS 39 108,981 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - (3,171) - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 105,810 

Deposits with financial institutions

Opening balances as per IAS 39 608,649 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - (10,025) - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 598,624 

NOTES (CONTINUED)

b). Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued) 

i) New and amended standards adopted by the Company (continued) 

 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (continued)

 Reconciliation of statement of financial position balances from IAS 39 to IFRS 9 (continued):

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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IAS 39  carrying 
amount 31

 December 2018
Shs’000

Remeasurements
Shs’000 

IFRS 9 carrying 
amount

1 January 2019 
Shs’000

Cash and bank balances

Opening balances as per IAS 39 262,338 - - 

Remeasurement: ECL allowance - (400) - 

Closing balances as per IFRS 9 - - 261,938 

Total financial assets 3,184,035 (12,244) 3,171,791 

Financial Asset Impairment 
under IAS 39

Shs ‘000

Remeasurements
Shs’000 

Expected 
Credit Loss 

under IFRS 9
Shs ‘000

Receivables arising out of insurance 
arrangements

(27,305) (9,785) (37,090)

Other receivables (51,700) 12,355 (39,345)

Amounts receivable under fund administration 
contracts

- (1,170) (1,170)

Government securities - (48) (48)

Corporate bonds - (3,171) (3,171)

Deposits with financial institutions - (10,025) (10,025)

Cash and bank balances - (400) (400)

Total      (79,005) (12,244) (91,249)

NOTES (CONTINUED)

b). Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued) 

i) New and amended standards adopted by the Company (continued) 

 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (continued)

 Reconciliation of statement of financial position balances from IAS 39 to IFRS 9 (continued):

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

Reconciliation of impairment allowance balance from IAS 39 to IFRS 9

The following table reconciles the prior period’s closing impairment allowance measured in 

accordance with IAS 39 incurred loss model to the new impairment allowance measured in 

accordance with the IFRS 9 expected loss model at 1 January 2019:
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The impact of the reclassifications and remeasurement following adoption of IFRS 9 on 

Company’s retained earnings at 1 January 2019 was Shs 8,570,000 (net of deferred income tax 

of Shs 3,674,000) was recognized in opening retained earnings.

IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments 

The Interpretation, applicable to annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, 

clarifies how to apply the recognition and measurement requirements of IAS 12 when there 

is uncertainty over income tax treatments. This did have a material impact on the Company’s 

financial statements. 

Amendments to IFRS 9 titled Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation 

The amendments, applicable to annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, allow 

entities to measure prepayable financial assets with negative compensation at amortised cost 

or fair value through other comprehensive income if a specified condition is met. This did have 

a material impact on the Company’s financial statements.

Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015-2017 Cycle

The Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015-2017 cycle makes amendments to  IAS 

12: Income Tax - The amendment clarified that the income tax consequences of dividends on 

financial instruments classified as equity should be recognised according to where the past 

transactions or events that generated distributable profits were recognised. This did have a 

material impact on the Company’s financial statements.

IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts

IFRS 17 was issued in May 2017 as replacement for IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts. It requires 

a current measurement model where estimates are re-measured each reporting period. 

Contracts are measured using the building blocks of: (i) discounted probability-weighted cash 

flows; (ii) an explicit risk adjustment, and (iii) a contractual service margin (“CSM”) representing 

the unearned profit of the contract which is recognised as revenue over the coverage period. 

The standard allows a choice between recognising changes in discount rates either in the 

statement of profit or loss or directly in other comprehensive income. The choice is likely to 

reflect how insurers account for their financial assets under IFRS 9.

An optional, simplified premium allocation approach is permitted for the liability 
for the remaining coverage for short duration contracts, which are often written 
by non-life insurers. 
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NOTES (CONTINUED)

b). Changes in accounting policy and disclosures (continued) 

ii) New and amended standards not yet adopted by the Company (continued)

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts

There is a modification of the general measurement model called the ‘variable fee approach’ 

for certain contracts written by life insurers where policyholders share in the returns from 

underlying items. When applying the variable fee approach the entity’s share of the fair value 

changes of the underlying items is included in the contractual service margin. The results 

of insurers using this model are therefore likely to be less volatile than under the general 

model. The new rules will affect the financial statements and key performance indicators of all 

entities that issue insurance contracts or investment contracts with discretionary participation 

features.

IFRS 17 is effective from 1 January 2022. The Company has started preparing for the standard 

by reviewing the software systems capability in providing the necessary data requirement 

as will be needed to fulfil the accounting standard requirements. Detailed data review and 

enhancement has also started. The quantitative impact of adopting IFRS 17 is expected to be 

material, however, this is yet to be determined.

Amendment to IAS 1, ‘Presentation of financial statements’ and IAS 8, ‘Accounting policies, 

changes in accounting estimates and errors’ 

These amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8 and consequential amendments to other IFRSs: 

 ■ Use a consistent definition of materiality through IFRSs and the Conceptual Framework 

for Financial Reporting; 

 ■ Clarify the explanation of the definition of material; and

 ■ Incorporate some of the guidance in IAS 1 about immaterial information

The amended definition is: “Information is material if omitting, misstating or 
obscuring it could reasonably be expected to influence decisions that the primary 
users of general purpose financial statements make on the basis of those financial 
statements, which provide financial information about a specific reporting entity.”
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c). Investment income 

Interest income is recognised on a time proportion basis that takes into account the 

effective yield on the asset. 

d). Gross premiums 

Gross general insurance written premiums comprise the total premiums receivable for 

the whole period of cover provided by contracts entered into during the accounting period. 

They are recognized on the date on which the policy commences. Premiums include any 

adjustments arising in the accounting period for premiums receivable in respect of business 

written in prior accounting periods.

Unearned premiums are those proportions of premiums written in the year that relate to 

periods of risk after the reporting date. The proportion attributable to subsequent periods 

is deferred as a provision for unearned premiums.

Capitation premiums are received annually based on individual client medical schemes. 

Capitation premium income is earned from the date of attachment of risk over the indemnity 

period on accrual basis.

e). Reinsurance premiums ceded and capitation 

Gross general reinsurance premiums written comprise the total premiums payable for the 

whole cover provided by contracts entered into the period and are recognized on the date 

on which the policy incepts. Premiums include any adjustments arising in the accounting 

period in respect of reinsurance and capitation contracts incepting in prior accounting 

periods.

Unearned reinsurance premiums are those proportions of premiums written in the year 

that relate to periods of risk after the reporting date. Unearned reinsurance premiums 

are deferred over the term of the underlying direct insurance policies for risks-attaching 

contracts and over the term of the reinsurance contract.

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

The Directors do not plan to apply the above standards, until they become effective. Based on 

their assessment of the potential impact of application of the above, only IFRS 17 are expected 

to have a significant impact on the Company’s financial statements. 

There are no other standards that are not yet effective that would be expected to have a material 

impact on the entity in the current or future reporting periods and on near future transactions 
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

f). Fees income 

Clients whose medical fund schemes are managed by the Company are charged for fund 

administration services and other contract fees. These fees are recognized as revenue over 

the period in which the related services are performed. If the fees are for services provided 

in future periods then they are deferred and recognized over those future periods.

g). Commission income

Commission income on reinsurance is recognized as revenue in the period in which it 

accrues. To achieve this, a proportion of reinsurance commissions’ receivable is deferred 

and recognized as income over the term of the policy.

h). Realized/unrealized gains and losses

Realized/unrealized gains and losses recorded in profit or loss on investments include 

gains and losses on financial assets. Realized gains and losses on the sale of investments 

are calculated as the difference between net sales proceeds and the original or amortized 

cost and are recorded on occurrence of the sale transaction.

i). Benefits, claims and expenses recognition

Finance cost

Interest paid is recognized through profit or loss as it accrues and is calculated by using the 

effective interest rate method. Accrued interest is included within the carrying value of the 

interest bearing financial liability.

Gross benefits and claims

General insurance and medical claims include all claims occurring during the year, whether 

reported or not, related internal and external claims handling costs that are directly 

related to the processing and settlement of claims, reduced for other recoveries, and any 

adjustments to claims outstanding from previous years.

Claims incurred

Claims incurred comprise claims paid and related expenses in the year and changes in the 

provision for outstanding claims.  Claims paid represent all payments made during the year, 

whether arising from events during that or earlier years. 
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

i). Benefits, claims and expenses recognition

Claims incurred

Outstanding claims represent the estimated ultimate cost of settling all claims arising 

from incidents occurring prior to the end of the reporting period, but not settled at that 

date. The reserve for outstanding claims is computed on the basis of the best information 

available at the time the records for the year are closed, and include additional provisions for 

claims incurred but not reported (“IBNR”) at the end of each reporting period based on the 

Company’s experience but subject to the minimum percentages set by the Commissioner 

of Insurance. 

Reinsurance and capitation claims

Reinsurance claims are recognized when the related gross insurance claim is recognized 

according to the terms of the relevant contract.

Deferred acquisition costs

A proportion of commissions’ payable is deferred and amortised over the period in which 

the related premium is earned. Deferred acquisition costs represent the proportion of 

commission expense in the periods up to the reporting date which relates to the unexpired 

terms of policies in force at the end of the reporting period. 

Reinsurance contracts held

Contracts entered into by the Company with reinsurers and capitators under which the 

Company is compensated for losses on one or more contracts issued by the Company 

and that meet the classification requirements for insurance contracts are classified as 

reinsurance contracts held. Contracts that do not meet these classification requirements 

are classified as financial assets. Insurance contracts entered into by the Company under 

which the contract holder is another insurance company (facultative reinsurance) are also 

included as reinsurance contracts.

Contracts entered into by the company with the medical service providers intending to 

pass the risk of treatment costs are treated as proportional reinsurance cessions as they 

guarantee both premiums and claims in equal measure.
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

i). Benefits, claims and expenses recognition (continued)

Reinsurance contracts held (continued)

The benefits to which the Company is entitled under its reinsurance contracts held are 

recognized as reinsurance assets. These assets consist of short-term balances due from 

reinsurers (classified within loans and receivables), as well as longer term receivables 

(classified as reinsurance assets) that are dependent on the expected claims and benefits 

arising under the related reinsured insurance contracts. Amounts recoverable from or due 

to reinsurers are measured consistently with the amounts associated with the reinsured 

insurance contracts and in accordance with the terms of each reinsurance contract. 

Reinsurance liabilities are primarily premiums payable for reinsurance contracts and are 

recognized as an expense when due. The Company assesses its reinsurance assets for 

impairment on a quarterly basis. If there is objective evidence that the reinsurance asset 

is impaired, the Company reduces the carrying amount of the reinsurance asset to its 

recoverable amount and recognizes that impairment loss in profit or loss for the year.

Expenses

Expenses are recognized through profit or loss when a decrease in future economic benefits 

related to a decrease in an asset or an increase of a liability has arisen that can be measured 

reliably. This means, in effect, that recognition of expenses occurs simultaneously with the 

recognition of an increase in liabilities or a decrease in assets (for example, the accrual of 

employee entitlements or the depreciation of equipment).

 ■ When economic benefits are expected to arise over several accounting periods and 

the association with income can only be broadly or indirectly determined, expenses 

are recognized through profit or loss on the basis of systematic and rational allocation 

procedures. This is often necessary in recognising the equipment associated with the 

using up of assets such as property and equipment. In such cases the expense is referred 

to as a depreciation or amortisation. These allocation procedures are intended to 

recognise expenses in the accounting periods in which the economic benefits associated 

with these items are consumed or expire.

 ■ An expense is recognized immediately through profit or loss when expenditure produces 

no future economic benefits or when, and to the extent that, future economic benefits do 

not qualify, or cease to qualify, for recognition in the statement of financial position as an 

asset.
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j). Property and equipment

All categories of property and equipment are initially recognized at cost. Cost includes 

expenditure directly attributable to the acquisition of the assets. Computer software, 

including the operating system, that is an integral part of the related hardware is capitalised 

as part of the computer equipment.

Property and equipment is stated at cost, excluding the costs of day-to-day servicing, less 

accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Replacement or major 

renovation costs are capitalised when incurred and if it is probable that future economic 

benefits associated with the item will flow to the entity and the cost of the item can be 

measured reliably.

Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognized as a separate 

asset, as appropriate, when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the 

item will flow to the Company and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. Day-to-day 

repairs and maintenance expenses are charged to profit or loss in the year in which they 

are incurred.

Items of property and equipment are depreciated using the straight-line basis to write down 

the cost of each asset to its residual value over the estimated useful lives as follows:

Depreciation on an item of property and equipment commences when it is available for use 

and continues to be depreciated until it is derecognized, even if during that period the item 

is idle. Depreciation of an item ceases when the item is retired from active use or is being 

held for disposal.

The assets’ residual values, depreciation method and useful lives are reviewed and adjusted 

if appropriate, at each reporting date.

An item of property and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future 

economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal.

Gains and losses on disposal of property and equipment are determined by reference to 

their carrying amounts and are taken into account in determining operating profit.

20.0%
Leasehold 
improvements 

25.0%
Motor vehicles 

12.5%
Equipment and 
furniture 

33.3%
Computer 
equipment 
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k). Intangible assets

Software licence costs and computer software that is not an integral part of the related 

hardware are initially recognized at cost, and subsequently carried at cost less accumulated 

amortisation and accumulated impairment losses. Costs that are directly attributable to 

the production of identifiable computer software products controlled by the Company are 

recognized as intangible assets. All applications software are amortised over a period of 5 

years.

Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use i.e. when it is in the location and 

condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management, 

even when idle. Amortisation ceases at the earlier of the date that the asset is classified as 

held for sale and the date that the asset is derecognized.

Internally generated intangible assets, excluding capitalized development costs, are not 

capitalized and expenditure is reflected through profit or loss in the year in which the 

expenditure is incurred.

Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are tested for impairment annually either 

individually or at the cash generating unit level. Such intangibles are not amortised.

Gains or losses arising from de-recognition of an intangible asset are measured as the 

difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and are 

recognized through profit or loss when the asset is derecognized.

Software under implementation are recognized as work in progress at historical 
costs less any accumulated impairment loss. The cost of such software includes 
professional fees and costs directly attributable to the software. The software are 
not amortised until they are ready for the intended use.
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l).  Financial instruments

A financial asset or liability is recognised when the company becomes party to the contractual 

provisions of the instrument.

(i) Classification

From 1 January 2019, the Company has applied IFRS 9 and classifies its financial assets in 

the following measurement categories: 

 ■ those to be measured subsequently at fair value through profit or loss; and

 ■ those to be measured at amortised cost.

Classification and subsequent measurement of debt instruments depends on: 

(i) the Company’s business model for managing the financial assets; and 

(ii) the cash flow characteristics of the asset.

(ii) Recognition and derecognition

Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on the trade-date, the 

date on which the Company commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets are 

derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the investments have expired or 

have been transferred and the Company has transferred substantially all risks and rewards 

of ownership. 

(iii) Measurement

At initial recognition, the Company measures a financial asset at its fair value plus, in the 

case of a financial asset not at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL), transaction costs 

that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the financial asset. Transaction costs of 

financial assets carried at fair value through profit or loss are expensed in profit or loss. 

Debt instruments

Debt instruments are those instruments that meet the definition of a financial 
liability from the issuer’s perspective, such as loans, government and corporate 
bonds.
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iii) Measurement (continued)

Based on these factors, the Company classifies its debt instruments into one of the following 

three measurement categories:

 ■ Amortised cost: Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where 

those cash flows represent solely payments of principal and interest are measured at 

amortised cost. Interest income from these financial assets is included in finance income 

using the effective interest rate method. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition is 

recognised directly in profit or loss and presented in other gains/ (losses) together with 

foreign exchange gains and losses. Impairment losses are presented as separate line 

item in the statement of profit or loss.

 ■ FVOCI: Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows and for selling the 

financial assets, where the assets’ cash flows represent solely payments of principal and 

interest, are measured at FVOCI. Movements in the carrying amount are taken through 

OCI, except for the recognition of impairment gains or losses, interest income and foreign 

exchange gains and losses which are recognised in profit or loss. When the financial asset 

is derecognised, the cumulative gain or loss previously recognised in OCI is reclassified 

from equity to profit or loss and recognised in other gains/ (losses). Interest income 

from these financial assets is included in finance income using the effective interest rate 

method. Foreign exchange gains and losses are presented in other gains/ (losses) and 

impairment expenses are presented as separate line item in the statement of profit or 

loss.

 ■ FVPL: Assets that do not meet the criteria for amortised cost or FVOCI are measured 

at FVPL. A gain or loss on a debt investment that is subsequently measured at FVPL is 

recognised in profit or loss and presented net within other gains/ (losses) in the period 

in which it arises.

 ■ Business model: the business model reflected how the Company manages the assets 

in order to generate cash flows i.e. whether the Company’s objective is solely to collect 

the contractual cash flows from the assets or is to collect both the contractual cash 

flows and cash flows arising from the sale of assets. If neither of these is applicable (e.g. 

financial assets held for trading purposes), then the financial assets are classified as part 

of ‘other’ business model and measured at FVTPL. Factors considered by the Company in 

determining the business model for a group of assets include past experience on how the 

cash flows for these assets were collected, how the asset’s performance is evaluated and 

reported to key management personnel and how risks are assessed and managed.
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iii) Measurement (continued)

 ■ SPPI: Where the business model is to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows or 

to collect contractual cash flows and sell, the Group assesses whether the financial 

instruments’ cash flows represent solely payments of principal and interest (‘SPPI test’). 

In making this assessment, the Company considers whether the contractual cash flows 

are consistent with a basic lending arrangement i.e. includes only consideration for the 

time value of money, credit risk, other basic lending risks and a profit margin that is 

consistent with a basic lending arrangement. Where the contractual terms introduce 

exposure to risk or volatility that are inconsistent with a basic lending arrangement, the 

related financial asset is classified and measured at fair value through profit or loss.

(iv) Impairment

From 1 January 2019, the Company assesses on a forward looking basis the expected 

credit losses associated with its debt instruments carried at amortised cost and FVOCI. The 

impairment methodology applied depends on whether there has been a significant increase 

in credit risk.

IFRS 9 replaced the previous ‘incurred loss’ model in IAS 39 with a forward-looking 

‘expected credit loss’ (“ECL”) model. The expected credit loss impairment model applies to 

the following financial instruments that are not measured at FVTPL or FVTOCI:

The Company reclassifies debt investments when and only when its business model for 

managing those assets changes.

The Company’s receivables out of direct insurance arrangements, government securities, 

corporate bonds, cash at bank and in hand and inter-company receivables are classified at 

amortised cost.

 ■ Government securities measured at amortised cost;

 ■ Receivables arising from insurance arrangements;

 ■ Other receivables;

 ■ Corporate bonds; 

 ■ Deposits with financial institutions; and

 ■ Cash and bank balances.
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

The Company recognises loss allowance at an amount equal to either 12-month ECLs or 

lifetime ECLs. Lifetime ECLs are the ECLs that result from all possible default events over 

the expected life of a financial instrument, whereas 12-month ECLs are the portion of ECLs 

that result from default events that are possible within the 12 months after the reporting 

date. 

The Company recognises loss allowance at an amount equal to either 12-month ECLs or 

lifetime ECLs. Lifetime ECLs are the ECLs that result from all possible default events over 

the expected life of a financial instrument, whereas 12-month ECLs are the portion of ECLs 

that result from default events that are possible within the 12 months after the reporting 

date.

The Company will recognise loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime ECLs, except in 

the following cases, for which the amount recognised will be 12-month ECLs:

 ■ Debt instruments that are determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date. The 

Company will consider a debt instrument to have low credit risk when its credit risk rating 

is equivalent to the globally understood definition of ‘investment-grade’ and investments 

in government securities; and

 ■ Other financial instruments (other than trade and lease receivables) for which credit risk 

has not increased significantly since initial recognition.

Measurement of expected credit losses

ECLs are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses and will be measured as follows:

 ■ financial assets that are not credit-impaired at the reporting date: the present value 

of all cash shortfalls – i.e. the difference between the cash flows due to the entity in 

accordance with the contract and the cash flows that the Company expects to receive;

 ■ financial assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date: the difference between the 

gross carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows;
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An asset is credit-impaired if one or more events have occurred that have a detrimental 

impact on the estimated future cash flows of the asset. 

Expected credit losses

Expected credit losses are computed as a product of the Probability of Default (PD), Loss 

Given Default (LGD) and the Exposure at Default (EAD).

In applying the IFRS 9 impairment requirements, the Company follows one of the approaches 

below:

 ■ The general approach

 ■ The simplified approach

l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

Financial Asset Impairment approach

Receivables arising out of insurance arrangements Simplified approach

Other receivables General approach

Government securities at amortised cost General approach

Corporate bonds General approach

Deposits with financial institutions General approach

Cash and bank balances General approach

ECL = PD x LGD x EAD
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

The General Approach

Under the general approach, at each reporting date, the Company determines whether the 

financial asset is in one of three stages in order to determine both the amount of ECL to 

recognise as well as how interest income should be recognised.

 ■ Stage 1 - where credit risk has not increased significantly since initial recognition. For 

financial assets in stage 1, the Company will recognise 12 month ECL and recognise 

interest income on a gross basis – this means that interest will be calculated on the 

gross carrying amount of the financial asset before adjusting for ECL.

 ■ Stage 2 - where credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition. When a 

financial asset transfers to stage 2, the Company will recognise lifetime ECL but interest 

income will continue to be recognised on a gross basis.

 ■ Stage 3 - where the financial asset is credit impaired. This is effectively the point at which 

there has been an incurred loss event.  For financial assets in stage 3, the Company will 

continue to recognise lifetime ECL but they will now recognise interest income on a net 

basis. As such, interest income will be calculated based on the gross carrying amount of 

the financial asset less ECL. 

The changes in the loss allowance balance are recognised in profit or loss as an impairment 

gain or loss. 

The Simplified approach

Under the simplified approach, the Company measures the loss allowance at an amount 

equal to lifetime expected credit losses.

Definition of default

The Company will consider a financial asset to be in default when:

 ■ the counterparty or borrower is unlikely to pay their credit obligations to the Company 

in full, without recourse by the Company to actions such as realising security (if any is 

held); or

 ■ the counterparty or borrower is more than 90 days past due on any material credit 

obligation to the Company. This will be consistent with the rebuttable criteria set out by 

IFRS 9 and existing practice of the Company; or
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

In assessing whether the counterparty or borrower is in default, the Company considers 

indicators that are:

 ■ Qualitative: e.g. Breach of covenant and other indicators of financial distress;

 ■ Quantitative: e.g. Overdue status and non-payment of another obligation of the same 

issuer to the Company; and

 ■ Based on data developed internally and obtained from external sources. 

Inputs into the assessment of whether a financial instrument is in default and their 

significance may vary over time to reflect changes in circumstances. 

Significant increase in credit risk (SIICR)

When determining whether the credit risk (i.e. risk of default) on a financial instrument 

has increased significantly since initial recognition, the Company considers reasonable and 

supportable information that is relevant and available without undue cost or effort. This 

includes both quantitative and qualitative information and analysis based on the Company’s 

historical experience, expert credit assessment and forward-looking information.

The Company primarily identifies whether a significant increase in credit risk has occurred 

for an exposure by comparing:

 ■ The remaining lifetime probability of default (PD) as at the reporting date; with

 ■ The remaining lifetime PD for this point in time that was estimated on initial 
recognition of the exposure.

The assessment of significant deterioration is key in establishing the point of switching 

between the requirement to measure an allowance based on 12-month expected credit 

losses and one that is based on lifetime expected credit losses. The Company monitors the 

effectiveness of the criteria used to identify significant increases in credit risk by regular 

reviews to confirm that:

 ■ the criteria are capable of identifying significant increases in credit risk before an 
exposure is in default;

 ■ the criteria do not align with the point in time when an asset becomes 30 days 
past due;
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

 ■ the average time between the identification of a significant increase in credit risk and 

default appears reasonable;

 ■ exposures are not generally transferred from 12-month ECL measurement to credit-

impaired; and

 ■ there is no unwarranted volatility in loss allowance from transfers between 12-month 

and lifetime ECL measurements

Incorporation of forward-looking information

The Company incorporates forward-looking information into both its assessment of whether 

the credit risk of an instrument has increased significantly since initial recognition and its 

measurement of ECL. It formulates a ‘base case’ view of the future direction of relevant 

economic variables and forecast scenarios based on consideration of a variety of external 

actual and forecast information. External information includes economic data and forecasts 

published by governmental bodies and monetary authorities in the countries where the 

Company operates.

The base case represents a best estimate and is aligned with information used by the 

Company for other purposes, such as strategic planning and budgeting. The other scenarios 

represent more optimistic and more pessimistic outcomes.

Measurement of ECL

The key inputs into the measurement of ECL are the term structures of the following 

variables: 

 ■ Probability of Default (PD)

 ■ Loss given default (LGD) and

 ■ Exposure at default (EAD)

To determine lifetime and 12-month PDs, the Company uses internally developed PD tables 

based  on the default history of obligors with the same credit rating. The Company adopts 

the same approach for unrated investments by mapping its internal risk grades to the 

equivalent external credit ratings (see (i)). The PDs are recalibrated based on current bond 

yields and CDS prices and adjusted to reflect forward-looking information as described 

above. Changes in the rating for a counterparty or exposure lead to a change in the estimate 

of the associated PD.
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

LGD is the magnitude of the likely loss if there is a default. The Company estimates LGD 

parameters based on the history of recovery rates of claims against defaulted counterparties. 

The LGD models consider the structure, collateral, seniority of the claim, counterparty 

industry and recovery costs of any collateral that is integral to the financial asset. For loans 

secured by retail property, loan-to-¬value ratios are a key parameter in determining LGD. 

LGD estimates are recalibrated for different economic scenarios. They are calculated on a 

discounted cash flow basis using the effective interest rate as the discounting factor.

EAD represents the expected exposure in the event of a default. The Company derives the 

EAD from the current exposure to the counterparty and potential changes to the current 

amount allowed under the contract, including amortisation, and prepayments. The EAD of 

a financial asset is its gross carrying amount.

As described above, and subject to using a maximum of a 12-month PD for financial assets 

for which credit risk has not significantly increased, the Company measures ECL considering 

the risk of default over the maximum contractual period (including any borrower’s extension 

options) over which it is exposed to credit risk, even if, for risk management purposes, 

the Company considers a longer period. Where modelling of a parameter is carried out 

on a collective basis, the financial instruments are grouped on the basis of shared risk 

characteristics, which include: instrument type; credit risk gradings; collateral type; date 

of initial recognition; remaining term to maturity; industry; and geographic location of the 

borrower.

The groupings are subject to regular review to ensure that exposures within a group remain 

appropriately homogeneous.

When ECL are measured using parameters based on collective modelling, a significant 

input into the measurement of ECL is the external benchmark information that the Company 

uses to derive the default rates of its portfolios. This includes the PDs provided by rating 

agencies.

Insurance receivables

The Expected Credit Loss on insurance receivables is determined using a provision matrix. 

Loss rates are calculated with reference to days past due and actual credit loss experience 

over the past few years. 
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Basis for measurement of
loss allowance 

Gross carrying 
amounts
Shs ‘000

Expected credit 
losses 

Shs ‘000

Net 
amounts 
Shs’000

At 31 December 2019

Receivables arising out of insurance 
arrangements

301,720 (36,934) 264,786

Other receivables 617,830 (2,234) 615,596

Amounts receivable under fund administration 
contracts

13,106 (131) 12,975

Government securities 931,703 (30) 931,673

Corporate bonds 108,734 (2,667) 106,067

Deposits with financial institutions 1,334,136 (9,833) 1,324,303

Cash and bank balances 424,524 (751) 423,773

Exposure to credit risk 1,334,136 (9,833) 1,324,303

Basis for measurement of
loss allowance 

Gross carrying 
amounts
Shs ‘000

Expected credit 
losses 

Shs ‘000

Net 
amounts 
Shs’000

At 31 December 2018

Receivables arising out of insurance 
arrangements

482,995 (37,090) 445,905

Other receivables 349,180 (3,495) 345,685

Amounts receivable under fund administration 
contracts

148,123 (1,170) 46,953

Government securities 1,366,924 (48) 1,366,876

Corporate bonds 108,981 (3,171) 105,810

Deposits with financial institutions 608,649 (10,025) 598,624

Cash and bank balances 262,338 (400) 261,938

Exposure to credit risk 3,227,190 (55,399) 3,171,791

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(iv) Impairment (continued)

The gross carrying amount of financial assets with exposure to credit risk at 31 December 

2019 was  as follows:

The gross carrying amount of financial assets with exposure to credit risk as at 1 January 

was as follows;
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(vi) Modification of contracts 

The Company rarely renegotiates or otherwise modifies the contractual cash flows of 

securities. When this happens, the Company assesses whether or not the new terms are 

substantially different to the original terms. The Company does this by considering, among 

others, the following factors:

 ■ If the counterparty is in financial difficulty

 ■ Whether any substantial new terms are introduced that affect the risk profile of the 

instrument

 ■ Significant extension of the contract term when the borrower is not in financial difficulty

 ■ Significant change in interest rate

 ■ Change in the currency the security is denominated in

 ■ Inclusion of collateral, other security or credit enhancements that significantly affect the 

credit risk associated with the loan

If the terms are substantially different, the Company derecognises the original financial 

asset and recognised a ‘new’ asset at fair value and recalculates a new EIR for the asset. 

The date of renegotiation is consequently considered the date of initial recognition for 

impairment calculation purposes, including the purpose of determining whether a SICR 

has occurred. 

If the terms are not substantially different, the renegotiation or modification does not result 

in derecognition, and the Company recalculates the gross carrying amount based on the 

revised cash flows of the financial asset and recognises a modification gain or loss in profit 

or loss. The new gross carrying amount is recalculated by discounting the modified cash 

flows at the original EIR.

(vii) Write off policy 

The Company writes off financial assets, in whole or in part when it has exhausted all 

practical recovery effort and has concluded that there is no reasonable expectation of 

recovery. Indicators that there is no reasonable expectation of recovery include (i) ceasing 

enforcement activity; and (ii) the Company is foreclosing on collateral and the value of the 

collateral is such as there is no reasonable expectation of recovering in full.
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(vii) Write off policy (continued)

The Company may write-off financial assets that are still subject to enforcement activity. 

The outstanding contractual amounts of such assets written off during the year ended 31 

December 2019 was Nil (2018: Nil). The Company still seeks to recover amounts it is legally 

owed in full, but which have been partially written off due to no reasonable expectation of 

full recovery

(viii) Accounting policies applied until 31 December 2018

The Company has applied IFRS 9 retrospectively, but has elected not to restate comparative 

information. As a result, the comparative information provided continues to be accounted 

for in accordance with the Company’s previous accounting policy.

Classification

Until 31 December 2018, the Company classified its financial assets in the following 

categories:

 ■ financial assets at fair value through profit or loss;

 ■ loans and receivables; and 

 ■ held-to-maturity investments.

The classification depended on the purpose for which the investments were acquired. 

Management determined the classification of its investments at initial recognition and, in 

the case of assets classified as held-to-maturity, re-evaluated this designation at the end 

of each reporting period.

Reclassification

The Company could choose to reclassify a non-derivative trading financial asset out of the 

held for trading category if the financial asset was no longer held for the purpose of selling 

it in the near term. Financial assets other than loans and receivables were permitted to be 

reclassified out of the held for trading category only in rare circumstances arising from a 

single event that was unusual and highly unlikely to recur in the near term. In addition, the 

Company could choose to reclassify financial assets that would meet the definition of loans 

and receivables out of the held for trading or available-for-sale categories if the Company 

had the intention and ability to hold these financial assets for the foreseeable future or until 

maturity at the date of reclassification.
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(viii) Accounting policies applied until 31 December 2018 (continued)

Reclassifications were made at fair value as of the reclassification date. Fair value became 

the new cost or amortised cost as applicable, and no reversals of fair value gains or losses 

recorded before reclassification date were subsequently made. Effective interest rates 

for financial assets reclassified to loans and receivables and held-to-maturity categories 

were determined at the reclassification date. Further increases in estimates of cash flows 

adjusted effective interest rates prospectively.

Subsequent measurement

The measurement at initial recognition did not change on adoption of IFRS 9, see description 

above.

Subsequent to the initial recognition, loans and receivables and held-to-maturity investments 

were carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

Available-for-sale financial assets and financial assets at FVPL were subsequently carried 

at fair value. Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value were recognised as 

follows:

 ■ for financial assets at FVPL – in profit or loss within other gains/(losses).

 ■ for available-for-sale financial assets that are monetary securities denominated in a 

foreign currency – translation differences related to changes in the amortised cost of the 

security were recognised in profit or loss and other changes in the carrying amount were 

recognised in other comprehensive income.

 ■ for other monetary and non-monetary securities classified as available-for-sale – in 

other comprehensive income.

When securities classified as available-for-sale were sold, the accumulated fair value 

adjustments recognised in other comprehensive income were reclassified to profit or loss 

as gains and losses from investment securities.
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l).  Financial instruments (continued)

(viii) Accounting policies applied until 31 December 2018 (continued)

Impairment

The Company assessed at the end of each reporting period whether there was objective 

evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets was impaired. A financial asset 

or a group of financial assets was impaired and impairment losses were incurred only if 

there was objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that occurred 

after the initial recognition of the asset (a ‘loss event’) and that loss event (or events) had an 

impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets 

that could be reliably estimated. In the case of equity investments classified as available-

for-sale, a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the security below its cost was 

considered an indicator that the assets are impaired.

m). Financial liabilities

Financial liabilities, including borrowings, are initially measured at fair value, net of 

transaction costs and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective 

interest method, with interest expense recognized on an effective yield basis. The effective 

interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial liability and of 

allocating interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate 

that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments through the expected life of the 

financial liability, or, where appropriate, a shorter period.

Insurance contract liabilities include the outstanding claims provision, the provision for 

unearned premium and the provision for premium deficiency. The outstanding claims 

provision is based on the estimated ultimate cost of all claims incurred but not settled at 

the reporting date, whether reported or not, together with related claims handling costs 

and reduction for the expected value of other recoveries.

Delays can be experienced in the notification and settlement of certain types of claims, 

therefore, the ultimate cost of these cannot be known with certainty at the reporting date. 

The liability is calculated at the reporting date using a range of standard actuarial claim 

projection techniques, based on empirical data and current assumptions that may include 

a margin for adverse deviation. The liability is not discounted for the time value of money. 

No provision for equalisation or catastrophe reserves is recognized. 
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

m). Insurance contract liabilities 

The liabilities are derecognized when the obligation to pay a claim expires is discharged or 

is cancelled.

The provision for unearned premiums represents that portion of premiums received or 

receivable that relates to risks that have not yet expired at the reporting date. The provision 

is recognized when contracts are entered into and premiums are charged and is brought to 

account as premium income over the term of the contract in accordance with the pattern 

of insurance service provided under the contract. At each reporting date, the Company 

reviews its unexpired risk and a liability adequacy test is performed to determine whether 

there is any overall excess of expected claims and deferred acquisition costs over unearned 

premiums. This calculation uses current estimates of future contractual cash flows 

after taking account of the investment return expected to arise on assets relating to the 

relevant non-life insurance technical provisions. If these estimates show that the carrying 

amount of the unearned premiums (less related deferred acquisition costs) is inadequate, 

the deficiency is recognized through profit or loss by setting up a provision for premium 

deficiency.

(n). Provisions

Provisions are recognized when the Company has a present obligation (legal or constructive) 

as a result of a past event and it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic 

benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the 

amount of the obligation. 

Where the Company expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, the reimbursement 

is recognized as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain. 

The expense relating to any provision is presented through profit or loss net of any 

reimbursement. If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are 

discounted using a current pre-tax rate that reflects, where appropriate, the risks specific 

to the liability. Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage 

of time is recognized as a finance cost.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(o)  Income taxes 

Income tax expense is the aggregate amount charged/(credited) in respect of current tax 

and deferred tax in determining the profit or loss for the year. Tax is recognized through 

profit or loss except when it relates to items recognized in other comprehensive income, 

in which case it is also recognized in other comprehensive income, or to items recognized 

directly in equity, in which case it is also recognized directly in equity.

Current income tax

Current income tax is the amount of income tax payable on the taxable profit for the year 

determined in accordance with the Kenyan Income Tax Act. The tax rates and tax laws 

used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively enacted as at the 

reporting date.

Deferred income tax

Deferred income tax is provided in full on all temporary differences except those arising 

on the initial recognition of an asset or liability, other than a business combination, that 

at the time of the transaction affects neither the accounting nor taxable profit nor loss. In 

respect of temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates 

and interests in joint ventures, deferred tax assets and liabilities are not recognized where 

the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled and it is probable 

that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

Deferred income tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that future 

taxable profits will be available against which the temporary differences can be utilised. 

Deferred income tax is determined using the liability method on all temporary differences 

arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying values for financial 

reporting purposes, using tax rates and laws enacted or substantively enacted at the 

reporting date and expected to apply when the related deferred income tax asset is realised 

or the deferred tax liability is settled.

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced 

to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to 

allow all or part of the deferred income tax asset to be utilised. Unrecognized deferred tax 

assets are reassessed at each reporting date and are recognized to the extent that it has 

become probable that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered. 

Deferred tax relating to items recognized outside profit or loss is recognized outside profit 

or loss.
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(o)  Income taxes (continued) 

Deferred tax items are recognized in correlation to the underlying transaction either in 

other comprehensive income or directly in equity. Deferred tax assets and deferred tax 

liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to set off current tax assets against 

current income tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and 

the same taxation authority.

Sales taxes and premium taxes

Revenues, expenses and assets and liabilities are recognized net of the amount of sales 

taxes and premium taxes except:

 ■ When the sales or premium tax incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not 

recoverable from the taxation authority, in which case the sales tax is recognized as part 

of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense item as applicable; and

 ■ Receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of sales or premium tax 

included.

Outstanding net amounts of sales or premium tax recoverable from, or payable to, the 

taxation authority are included as part of receivables or payables in the statement of 

financial position.

(p)  Foreign currency translation 

Items included in the financial statements are measured using the currency of the primary 

economic environment in which the entity operates (‘the Functional Currency’). The financial 

statements are presented in Kenya Shillings in thousands (Shs) which is the Company’s 

functional and presentation currency.

Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded at their respective functional 

currency spot rate prevailing at the date of the transaction. Transactions in foreign currencies 

during the year are converted into the functional currency, Kenya Shillings at rates ruling 

at the transaction dates. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies 

are retranslated at the functional currency rate of exchange ruling at the reporting date. All 

differences are taken to profit or loss in the year in which they arise.

Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency 

are translated using the exchange rate as at the date of the initial transaction and are not 

subsequently restated. Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency 

are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

q).  Accounting for leases

Leases under which the Company is the lessee

On the commencement date of each lease (excluding leases with a term, on commencement, 

of 12 months or less and leases for which the underlying asset is of low value) the Company 

recognises a right-of-use asset and a lease liability.

The lease liability is measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid 

on that date. The lease payments include fixed payments, variable payments that depend 

on an index or a rate, amounts expected to be payable under residual value guarantees, 

and the exercise price of a purchase option if the Company is reasonably certain to exercise 

that option. The lease payments are discounted at the interest rate implicit in the lease. If 

that rate cannot be readily determined, the Company’s incremental borrowing rate is used.

For leases that contain non-lease components, the Company allocates the consideration 

payable to the lease and non-lease components based on their relative stand-alone 

components. 

The right-of-use asset is initially measured at cost comprising the initial measurement 

of the lease liability, any lease payments made on or before the commencement date, any 

initial direct costs incurred, and an estimate of the costs of restoring the underlying asset 

to the condition required under the terms of the lease.

Subsequently the lease liability is measured at amortised cost, subject to remeasurement 

to reflect any reassessment, lease modifications, or revised fixed lease payments.

Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to write down the cost 
of each asset to its residual value over its estimated useful life. If ownership of the 
underlying asset is not expected to pass to the Company at the end of the lease term, 
the estimated useful life would not exceed the lease term.

For leases with a term, on commencement, of 12 months or less and leases for which the 

underlying asset is of low value, the total lease payments are recognized in profit or loss on 

a straight-line basis over the lease period.
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

q).  Accounting for leases (continued)

Leases under which the Company is the lessee (continued)

The above accounting policy has been applied from 1 January 2019.  The Company’s 

accounting policy for leases under which the Company was lessee was, up to 31 December 

2018, as follows:

(r).  Employee entitlements

i). Retirement benefit obligations

The Company operates a defined contribution scheme for its employees.  The assets 

of the scheme are held in separate trustee administered funds, which are funded from 

contributions from both the Company and employees.

The Company also contributes to a statutory defined contribution pension scheme, the 

National Social Security Fund (NSSF). Contributions to this scheme are determined by local 

statute and are currently at Shs 200 per employee per month. 

The Company’s contributions to the defined contribution scheme and NSSF are charged to 

profit or loss as they fall due.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Leases where the Company assumes substantially all the risks and rewards incidental 
to ownership were classified as finance leases. Finance leases are recognised as a 
liability at the inception of the lease at the lower of the fair value of the leased assets 
and the present value of the minimum lease payments. The interest rate implicit in 
the lease is used as the discount factor in determining the present value. Each lease 
payment is allocated between the liability and finance cost using the interest rate 
implicit in the lease. The finance cost is charged to the profit and loss account in the 
year in which it is incurred. Property and equipment acquired under finance leases 
are capitalised and depreciated over the estimated useful life of the asset.
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2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)

(r).  Employee entitlements  (continued)

ii). Bonus

Staffs are entitled to a bonus which is based on pre-set performance parameters on an 

annual basis. The full cost of the bonus is expensed in the year in which it is earned and the 

amount can be measured reliably. 

s). Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are carried in the statement of financial position at cost. For the 

purposes of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand, 

deposits held at call with banks, and government securities and deposits with financial 

institutions with original maturities of 90 days or less.

t).  Comparatives

Where necessary, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in 

presentation in the current year.

The estimated monetary liability for employees’ accrued annual leave entitlement at 
the end of the reporting period is recognized as an expense accrual.
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3. CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS 

The Company makes estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets 

and liabilities within the next financial year. The estimates and underlying assumptions are 

regularly reviewed and revisions to accounting estimates are recognized in the period in which 

the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and 

future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

The key areas of estimates and judgements in applying the Company’s accounting policies are 

dealt with below:

Useful lives of property, equipment and intangible assets

Critical estimates are made by the directors, in determining the useful lives and depreciation 

rates for property, equipment and intangible assets.

Directors review the useful lives and residual values of the items of property, equipment and 

intangible assets on a regular basis. 

The ultimate liability arising from claims made under insurance contract liabilities

The ultimate liability arising from claims made under insurance contracts is the Company’s 

most critical accounting estimate. There are several sources of uncertainty that need to be 

considered in the estimate of the liability that the Company will ultimately pay for such claims. 

Management carries out a regular review of the status of outstanding claims and makes 

estimates of the required provisions based on historical experience and other factors that are 

considered to be relevant.

Incurred but not reported claims

The development of insurance liabilities provides a measure of the Company’s ability to estimate 

the ultimate value of claims. Estimates are made for claims Incurred but not reported (IBNR) 

as at the year-end. The estimation is guided by the IRA guidelines on valuation of technical 

liabilities issued in May 2014 and is reviewed by the appointed actuaries who express an opinion 

on the adequacy of outstanding claim reserves. The Company uses a combination of the chain-

ladder techniques and the average cost per claim method to estimate the ultimate cost of 

claims and the IBNR provision. Chain ladder techniques are used as they are an appropriate 

technique for mature classes of business that have a relatively stable development pattern. This 

involves the analysis of historical claims development factors and the selection of estimated 

development factors based on this historical pattern. The selected development factors are 

then applied to cumulative claims data for each incident year that is not fully developed to 

produce an estimated ultimate claims cost for each year.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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3. CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS  (CONTINUED)

Incurred but not reported claims (continued)

Average cost per claim method uses the development triangles for both the total claim 

amounts and number of unique claims estimates. The average claim amounts are then derived 

by dividing the total claim amounts by the number of unique claims. 

Impairment losses

At each reporting period end, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible and 

intangible assets to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered an 

impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated 

in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss. Where it is not possible to estimate the 

recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Company estimates the recoverable amount of 

the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities

Uncertainties exist with respect to the interpretation of complex tax regulations and the amount 

and timing of future taxable income. Given the long-term nature and complexity of existing 

contractual agreements, differences arising between the actual results and the assumptions 

made, or future changes to such assumptions, could necessitate future adjustments to 

tax income and expense already recorded. The Company establishes provisions, based on 

reasonable estimates, for possible consequences of audits by the tax authority. The amount 

of such provisions is based on various factors, such as experience of previous tax audits and 

differing interpretations of tax regulations by the taxable entity and the responsible tax authority. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Deferred tax assets are recognized for all unused tax losses to the extent that it is 
probable that taxable profit will be available against which the losses can be utilised. 
Significant management judgement is required to determine the amount of deferred 
tax assets that can be recognized, based on the likely timing and the level of future 
taxable profits together with future tax planning strategies. 
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4.    (A) GROSS EARNED PREMIUM

The Company is licensed to design and distribute general insurance products as stipulated in 

the Insurance Act. In addition to medical insurance, the Company is underwrites other short-

term insurance business as defined by the Insurance Act. 

Premium income can be analysed between the two main classes as follows:

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Included in the medical premium balances above are premiums arising out of 
capitation contracts of Shs 1,358,448,000 for the year ended 31 December 2019 
(2018: Shs 1,086,076,000).

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

New business

Medical insurance 1,093,776  975,026

Other short term insurance 103,216  44,529

1,196,992 1,019,555

Renewal

Medical insurance 4,437,569 4,478,809

Other short term insurance 45,329 61,038

4,482,898 4,539,847

Total gross earned premium 4,437,569 4,478,809
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4.    (B) REINSURANCE PREMIUM CEDED 

6. INVESTMENT INCOME

5. FEES AND COMMISSION INCOME

Section 29(1) of the Insurance Act requires all registered underwriters to have in place 

appropriate reinsurance arrangements being arrangements approved by the Commissioner of 

Insurance in respect of insurance business underwritten in the course of the business.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Reinsurance premium ceded 

Medical insurance 2,909,808 1,223,527

Other short term insurance 32,275 46,130

Change in unearned premium- reinsurers’ share (396,164) (17,861)

2,545,919  1,251,796

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Investment income 

Interest from government securities 118,359 135,082

Interest from deposits with financial institutions 117,016 84,486

Interest from corporate bonds 11,939  13,759

247,314  233,327

Included in the medical premium balances above are reinsurance premiums ceded on 

capitation contracts of Shs 1,140,226,000 for the year ended 31 December 2019 (2018: 
Shs 1,086,076,000).

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Fees and commission income

Fund management fees 21,360 16,593

Reinsurance commissions earned 564,709 15,279

586,069 31,872
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7.  OTHER OPERATING INCOME

8. NET CLAIMS INCURRED

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Other operating income 

Other income 9,249 15,961

(Loss)/gain on disposal of property and equipment (13) 97

Foreign exchange (losses)/gains (438) 77

8,798  16,135

Included in the medical gross benefits and claims incurred above are amounts relating to 

capitation contracts of Shs 1,081,617,000 for the year ended 31 December 2019 (2018: Shs 
1,007,220).

Included in the claims ceded to reinsurer above are amounts relating to capitation contracts 

of Shs 1,140,266,000 for the year ended 31 December 2019 (2018: Shs 1,086,076,000).

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

(a) Gross benefits and claims incurred:

Medical insurance 4,098,642 4,508,031

Non-medical           50,932 24,015

4,149,574 4,532,046

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

(b) Claims ceded to reinsurers:

Medical insurance (2,466,756) (1,227,499)

Net claims incurred           1,682,818 3,304,547

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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9.  COMMISSION PAYABLE

10 (A) OPERATING EXPENSES

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Commissions payable 451,734  480,965

Movement in deferred acquisition costs           (1,752) 1,124

449,982 482,089

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Staff costs (Note 12) 448,238  381,066

Auditors’ remuneration 6,824  6,885 

Directors’ fees (Note 31 (iii)) 7,250  5,554 

Directors’ remuneration (Note 31 (iii)) 28,623 29,827

Legal expenses and professional fees 23,878  7,935 

Depreciation of right of use asset (Note 14) 58,454 -

Rent expense - 72,961

Depreciation of property and equipment (Note 15) 34,090  33,959

Amortisation of intangible assets  (Note 16) 13,978  11,874

Consultancy fees 35,761  58,550 

Donations and subscriptions 2,574  2,466 

Electricity and water 1,305  1,464 

Cleaning and laundry 7,090  8,738 

General office expenses 9,956  56,075 

Licenses and insurance 2,069  2,228 

Travel and accommodation costs 31,028  31,245 

Printing and stationery costs 13,151  18,917 

Telephone and postage costs 44,184  53,847

System maintenance fees 8,149  15,466

Bank charges 12,667  9,764 

Provision for expected credit losses 5,460  12,825 

Premium tax levies 73,274  71,208 

Repairs and maintenance 4,654  4,692 

Other expenses 26,150 21,751

898,807  919,297 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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10 (B) FINANCE COSTS 

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Finance costs 

Interest expense on lease liability expense (Note 27) 22,415 -

11. SELLING AND DISTRIBUTION EXPENSES

12. STAFF COSTS

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Advertising and public relations costs 18,019  13,386 

Entertainment costs 5,204  5,097 

Seminar for representatives 985  895 

Contest for representatives 10,159  45,836 

Representatives medical expenses 23,927 20,626   

Other selling expenses 106,977 131,812

165,271  217,652

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Salaries and other short term benefits 18,019  13,386 

Retirement benefit costs: 

- Defined contribution pension costs 23,497 23,211

- National Social Security Fund 485 522

448,238 381,066   

The number of staff employed by the Company at the of the year ended 31 December 2019 

was 196 (2018: 204).
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13. INCOME TAX 

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

a) Income tax expense

Current income tax                                                                       66,650 -

Deferred income tax (Note 19)  172,979 (82,097)

Income tax expense/(credit) 239,629 (82,097)   

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Profit/(loss) before income tax                                                                      756,859 (334,645)

Tax calculated at the statutory tax rate of 30% (2018: 30%) 227,057 (100,393)

Tax effect of expenses not deductible for tax purposes 12,747 22,912

Under provision of current tax in the prior year (175) (4,616)

Income tax expense/(credit) 239,629 (82,097)   

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 109,970  110,630 

Income tax expense for the year (note 13(a)) (66,650)  - 

Tax paid/(received) during the year 17,891 (660)

 At 31 December 61,211 109,970

The Company’s current tax expense is computed in accordance with income tax rules 

applicable to Kenyan General insurance companies. 

b) Reconciliation of the income tax expense to the accounting profit/(loss) before income tax

The tax on the Company’s loss before income tax differs from the theoretical amount that would arise 

using the statutory income tax rate as follows:

c) Corporate tax recoverable
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14. RIGHT OF USE ASSET 

15. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

 At 1 January 2019 175,413 - 

Depreciation charge for the year (58,454) -

At 31 December 2019 23,497 -

Leasehold
improvements

Shs’000

Computer
equipment

Shs’000

Furniture & 
equipment

Shs’000 

Motor
Vehicles
Shs’000

Total
Shs’000

Year ended 31 December 2019

At 1 January 2019 67,547 75,832 80,254 4,340 227,973

Additions - 6,191 5,143 - 11,334

Reclassification from 
intangible assets

- 11,530 -      - 11,530

Disposals   (240) - (225)    - (465)

At 31 December 2019 67,547 93,553 85,172 4,340 250,372

Depreciation

At 1 January 2019              36,400        59,249             36,758      3,153 135,560

Charge for the year 10,551 19,375 3,101 1,063 34,090

Disposals (228) - (204) - (432)

At 31 December 2019 46,723 78,624 39,655    4,216 169,218

Net book value

At 31 December 2019              20,584       14,929             45,517      124 81,154

Year ended 31 December 2018 Cost

At 1 January 2018  63,282 66,532 77,728  4,340 211,882

Additions  4,265   9,899  2,526  -   16,690

Disposals  -    (599)  -    -   (599)

At 31 December 2018 67,547 75,832 80,254 4,340 227,973
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15. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED) 

16. INTANGIBLE ASSETS  

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Cost

At 1 January 79,549  69,578

Additions 22,991  9,971

Reclassification to property and equipment (11,530)  -   

At 31 December 91,010 79,549

Amortisation

At 1 January 35,196  23,322 

Charge for the year 13,978  11,874 

At 31 December 49,174 35,196

Net book value

At 1 January 41,836  44,353 

Leasehold
improvements

Shs’000

Computer
equipment

Shs’000

Furniture & 
equipment

Shs’000 

Motor
Vehicles
Shs’000

Total
Shs’000

Depreciation

At 1 January 2019 26,041 42,648 31,022 2,090 101,801

Charge for the year 10,359 16,801 5,736 1,063 33,959

Disposals -   (200) -   -    (200)

At 31 December 2019 36,400 59,249 36,758 3,153 135,560

Net book value

At 31 December 2019              31,147       16,583            43,496      1,187 92,413
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17. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES AT AMORTISED COST

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Government securities include:  

Treasury bonds 285,948 77,329

Treasury bills 645,755 1,289,595

931,703 1,366,924

Provisions for expected credit losses (30) -

Treasury bonds 931,673 1,366,924

The movement in provision for expected credit losses s as per below:

At start of year - -

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 48 -

Credit for the year (18) -

At end of year 30 -

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Within one year 758,314 1,289,595

Between one year and five years - -

After five years 173,389 77,329

931,703 1,366,924

The movement in government securities is as follows:

At start of year 1,366,924 1,258,329

Additions 979,821 1,843,980

Maturities (1,453,400) (1,803,701)

Accrued interest 38,358 68,316

Provision for expected credit losses (30) -

931,673 1,366,924

Treasury bonds and bills are debt securities issued by the Government of Kenya and are 

measured at amortised cost.

The maturity profile for the government securities are as follows:
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In 2019, ICEA Lion Asset Management Limited (ILAM) was appointed to replace Stanlib Limited (Stanlib) 

as the fund manager. Included in deposits with financial institutions are deposits held in the name of ILAM 

amounting to Shs 905,303,178 (2018: Shs nil). The amount held by Stanlib in 2018 was Shs 331,491,725. 

The deposits mature within 90 days of the purchase/placement date. 

18 (A) DEPOSITS WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Included in the government securities are treasury bonds amounting to Shs 282,338,992 

(2018: Shs 77,328,704) and treasury bills amounting to Shs 314,799,771 (2018: Shs 
236,384,859) held under lien as required by the Insurance Regulatory Authority.

At 31 December 2019, the average effective interest rate on treasury bonds was 12.4% (2018: 
12.8%) per annum while the average effective interest rate on treasury bills was 8.4% (2018: 
10.5%) per annum.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Kenya Women Microfinance Bank Limited 280,731 338,697

Commercial Bank of Africa Limited - 909

Stanbic Bank Kenya Limited 245,254 56,120

Co-operative Bank of Kenya Limited 121,380 112,764

Barclays Bank of Kenya Limited 11,206 -

KCB Bank Kenya Limited 294,375 79,654

Equity Bank Kenya Limited 167,528 20,505

NCBA Bank Limited      207,706 -

SMEP 5,088 -

Provisions for expected credit losses (8,965) -

1,324,303 608,649

The movement in provision for expected credit losses is as per below:

At start of year - -

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 10,025 -

Credit for the year (1,060) -

At end of year 8,965 -
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18 (A) DEPOSITS WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (CONTINUED)

18 (B) CORPORATE BONDS

At 31 December 2019, the average effective interest rate was 10% (2018: 11%).

At 31 December 2019, the Company had an overdraft facility with Stanbic Bank Limited 

of Shs 30,000,000 (2018: Shs 30,000,000). There was no overdrawn amount as at 31 

December 2019 and 2018, respectively. The overdraft facility is secured by the fixed deposits 

placed with the bank which had a value of Shs 37,667,203 at 31 December 2019 (2018: Shs 
35,236,003).

The corporate bonds mature within 7 years of the acquisition date and the coupon rates are 

12.95% and 12.75% for the Stanbic Bank Limited and Commercial Bank of Africa Limited, 

respectively.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At start of year 108,981 107,633

Amortisation (247) 1,348

Provision for expected credit losses (2,667) -

At end of year 106,067 108,981

Corporate bonds are held with the entities below:

Stanbic Bank Limited 58,540 59,339

Commercial Bank of Africa Limited 50,194 49,642

Provision for expected credit losses (2,667) -

At end of year 106,067 108,981

The movement in provision for expected credit losses is as per below:

At start of year - -

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 3,171 -

(Credit)/charge for the year (504) -

At end of year 2,667 -
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19. DEFERRED INCOME TAX

20. RECEIVABLES ARISING OUT OF INSURANCE ARRANGEMENTS

Deferred income tax is calculated, in full, on all temporary differences under the liability 

method using the enacted tax rate of 30% (2018: 30%). The movement on the deferred 

income tax account is as follows:

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 217,284 135,187

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 3,674 -

(Charge)/credit to the profit or loss account (Note 13(a)) (172,979) 82,097

At 31 December 47,979 217,284

The deferred tax asset is attributable to the following items:

Accelerated capital allowances 2,575 1,378

Other temporary differences 41,730 108,831

Accumulated losses - 107,075

Provisions for expected credit losses               3,674 -

Accumulated losses 47,979 217,284

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Due from policyholders 301,720 482,995

Provisions for expected credit losses (36,934) (27,305)

264,786 455,690

The movement in provision for expected credit losses is as per below:

At start of year  27,305 17,260

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 9,785 -

(Credit)/charge for the year (156) 10,045

At end of year 36,934 27,305
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20. RECEIVABLES ARISING OUT OF INSURANCE ARRANGEMENTS (CONTINUED)

21 . (A) REINSURERS’ SHARE OF INSURANCE PROVISIONS

21. (B) DEFERRED ACQUISITION COSTS

22. OTHER RECEIVABLES

The amounts receivable do not carry interest and are due within periods ranging from 30 

days to 90 days. The carrying amounts disclosed above reasonably approximate fair value 

at the reporting date.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Reinsurers’ share of;

Insurance contract liabilities (Note 24) 169,150 18,897

Provision for unearned premiums (Note 25) 420,102 23,938

589,252 42,835

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 167,953  169,077 

Increase/(decrease) in the year 1,752  (1,124)

At 31 December 169,705 167,953

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Amounts due from related companies (Note 31) 81,432  86,885

Prepayments 17,071 18,422

Sundry receivables 565,414 279,723

Provisions for expected credit losses (48,321) (51,700)

615,596 333,330
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22. OTHER RECEIVABLES  (CONTINUED)

23. (A) AMOUNTS RECOVERABLE UNDER FUND ADMINISTRATION CONTRACTS

23. (B) AMOUNTS PAYABLE UNDER FUND ADMINISTRATION CONTRACTS

These amounts relate to funds the Company holds for clients who opt not to purchase an 

insurance product but to place funds with the Company, from which their hospital bills are 

settled. The Company charges administration fees for this arrangement. At 31 December 

2019, the bills paid on behalf of these clients had exceeded the deposits placed hence the 

receivable.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

The movement in provision for expected credit losses is as per below:

At start of year 51,700 52,569

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 (12,355) -

(Charge)/credit for the year 8,976 (869)

At end of year              48,321 51,700

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 48,123 253,532

Fund receipts during the year (59,823) (256,561)

Utilisation 22,977 34,559

Administrative expenses 1,829 16,593

Provision for expected credit losses (131) -

At 31 December 2019              12,975 48,123

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 31 December 2019 52,650 78,822
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24. INSURANCE CONTRACT LIABILITIES

Insurance 
contract 

liabilities
Shs’000

Reinsurance 
share of 

liabilities
Shs’000 

Net
Shs’000

At 31 December 2019

Provision for reported claims by policy holders 376,052 (46,269) 329,783

Provision for claims incurred but not reported 482,996 (122,881) 360,115

859,048 (169,150) 689,898 

At 31 December 2018

Provision for reported claims by policy holders 489,007 (7,747) 481,260

Provision for claims incurred but not reported 537,068 (11,150) 525,918

1,026,075 (18,897) 1,007,178

Insurance 
contract 

liabilities
Shs’000

Reinsurance 
share of 

liabilities
Shs’000 

Net
Shs’000

At 1 January 2019 1,026,075 (18,897) 1,007,178

Cash paid for claims settled in the year (4,316,600) 2,364,156 (1,952,444)

Increase in liabilities:

- arising from current year claims 3,848,774   (2,456,580) 1,392,194

- arising from prior year claims 300,799   (57,829) 242,970

At 31 December 2019 859,048 (169,150) 689,898 

At 1 January 2018 961,623 (10,488) 951,135

Cash paid for claims settled in the year  (4,467,594) 1,219,091 (3,248,504)

Increase in liabilities:

- arising from current year claims 4,293,630  (1,162,950) 3,130,680

- arising from prior year claims 238,416  (64,550) 173,867

At 31 December 2018 1,026,075 (18,897) 1,007,178 

Movements in insurance contract liabilities and reinsurance assets:
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24. INSURANCE CONTRACT LIABILITIES (CONTINUED)

25. PROVISION FOR UNEARNED PREMIUMS

26. PAYABLES

Gross 
provision for 

unearned 
premiums

Shs’000

Reinsurance 
share of 

unearned 
premiums

Shs’000 

Net
Shs’000

Year ended 31 December 2019

At 1 January 2019 1,732,365 (23,938) 1,708,427

Movement in the year 182,030 (396,164) (214,134)

At 31 December 2019 1,914,395 (420,102) 1,494,293 

Year ended 31 December 2018

At 1 January 2018 1,682,820 (6,077) 1,676,743

Movement in the year  49,545 (17,861) 31,684

At 31 December 2018 1,732,365 (23,938) 1,708,427 

Movements in insurance contract liabilities and reinsurance assets: (continued)

The Company enters into reinsurance agreements in order to mitigate insurance risk. 

Although positions are managed on a net basis by management, insurance disclosures 

have been made on both a gross and net basis in order to provide a comprehensive set of 

disclosures.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Amounts due to related companies (Note 31) 3,846 1,099

Accruals 94,833 61,995

Payables arising out reinsurance arrangements 288,824 63,616

Other payables 367,828 331,733

755,331 458,443
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26. PAYABLES (CONTINUED)

28. SHARE CAPITAL AND PREMIUM

27.  LEASE LIABILITIES

The carrying value of the above payables approximates their fair value.  The related party 

balances are unsecured and are settled in cash. The transactions are made at normal 

commercial terms and are settled within 30-90 days.

The total cash outflow for leases in the year was:

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 175,413 -

Interest on lease liabilities 22,415 -

Lease payments made in the year (63,782) -

At 31 December 134,046 -

Number of 
shares

Share capital
Shs’000

Balance at 1 January 2018 80,000,000 400,000

Balance at 31 December 2018 and 31 December 2019 100,000,000 500,000

Shs ‘000

Payments of principal portion of lease liability 41,367

Interest on lease liabilities 22,415

 At 31 December 2019 63,782
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28. SHARE CAPITAL AND PREMIUM (CONTINUED)

Movement in share capital is as follows:

The total authorised number of ordinary shares is 100,000,000 (2018: 100,000,000) 

with a par value of Shs 5 per share. All issued shares are fully paid. 

Movement in share premium is as follows:

This is a non-distributable reserve as per the requirements of the Kenya Companies Act, 

2015.

The share premium is the excess of the cash received for ordinary shares above the par value 

of Shs 5.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 500,000 400,000

Issue of shares during the year - 100,000

At 31 December 500,000 500,000

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

At 1 January 660,523 600,523

Issue of shares during the year - 60,000

At 31 December 660,523 660,523
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29. NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

a). Reconciliation of profit before income tax to net cash generated from operations

b) Cash and cash equivalents

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Profit/(loss) before income tax 756,859 (334,645)

Adjusted for:

Depreciation of property and equipment (Note 15) 34,090 33,959

Amortisation of intangible assets (Note 16) 13,978 11,874

Depreciation of right of use asset (Note 14) 58,454 -

Amortisation of lease liabilities 22,415

Amortisation of financial assets (35,414)

Investment income (Note 6) (247,314) (233,327)

Loss/(gain) on disposal of property and equipment (Note 7) 13 (97)

Impact of initial impairment adjustment on IFRS 9 (12,244) -

590,837 (522,236)

Changes in working capital:

- Receivables arising out of insurance arrangements 190,904 68,990

- Other receivables (282,266) (126,500)

- Reinsurance receivables - 85,545

- Reinsurer’s share of insurance liabilities (546,417) (26,270)

- Deferred acquisition costs (1,752) 1,124

- Amounts recoverable under fund administration contracts 35,148 205,409

- Insurance contract liabilities and  provision for unearned premiums 15,003 113,997

- Amount payable under fund administration contracts (26,172) (168,282)

- Other payables 296,888 154,683

Net cash generated from/(used in) operations 272,173 (213,540)

Cash and bank balances 424,523 262,338

Provision for expected credit losses (751) -

423,772 262,338
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29. NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS (CONTINUED)

30. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS

b) Cash and cash equivalents (continued)

The Company is a party to lease agreements for rental of office space with local individuals and local 

companies. 

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Deposits with financial institutions maturing within 3 months (Note 
18(a))

1,324,303 608,649

Amortisation of intangible assets (Note 16) 1,748,075 870,987

The movement in provision for expected credit losses is as per below:

At start of year - -

Changes on initial application of IFRS 9 400

Charge for the year 351

At end of year 751 -

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Due within one year - 67,559

Due within one to six years - 149,460

- 217,019

Minimum payments under operating leases recognized in the 

statement of comprehensive income for the year ended 31 December 

2018

- 72,961

Short-term deposits are made for varying periods of between one day and three months 

depending on the immediate cash requirements of the Company. Deposits are earning an 

average interest rate of 10% (2018: 11%).

The future minimum lease commitments under non-cancellable operating leases are as 

follows at 31 December 2018:
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31. RELATED PARTIES’ TRANSACTIONS

The Company is owned by AAR Insurance Holdings Limited. The ultimate holding company is 

AAR Holdings Limited, which is incorporated and domiciled in Kenya.

There are other companies that are related to AAR Insurance Kenya Limited through common 

shareholding. These are: AAR Health Services (U) Limited and AAR Insurance Tanzania Limited.

Terms and conditions of transactions with related parties:

 ■ The transactions are made at normal commercial terms and are settled within 30 to 90 

days.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

i) Amounts due from related companies

AAR Insurance Tanzania Limited 77,490 75,122

AAR Health Services (U) Limited 4,505 6,402

AAR Insurance Holdings Limited 260 5,361

Provision for expected credit losses (823) -

Total amounts due from related companies 81,432 86,885

ii) Amounts due to related companies

AAR Health Care Uganda Limited - 467

AAR HealthCare (T) Limited - 632

AAR Insurance Holdings Limited 3,846 -

Total amounts due to related companies 3,846 1,099

iv) Key management compensation

Salaries and benefits:

Salaries and other short term benefits 65,546 60,918

Defined contribution pension costs 4,821 3,877

70,367 64,795

iii) Directors’ remuneration

Directors’ fees 7,250 5,554

Director’s remuneration (includes senior management 
compensation)

28,623 29,827

35,873 35,381
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32. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

33. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK

The Company had capital commitments amounting to Shs 15,737,698 as at 31 December 2019 

(2018: Shs 58,290,273). 

As is common in the insurance industry, the Company is subject to litigation arising in the 

normal course of insurance business. Additionally, there are contingent liabilities arising from 

disputed invoices from medical providers.

The Company maintains an efficient capital structure from a combination of equity (shareholders’ 

funds) and borrowings, consistent with the Company’s risk profile and the regulatory and 

market requirements of its business.

The Company’s objectives in managing its capital are:

 ■ to match the profile of its assets and liabilities, taking account of the risks inherent in 

the  business;

 ■ to maintain financial strength to support new business growth;

 ■ to satisfy the requirements of its policyholders, regulators and rating agencies;

 ■ to retain financial flexibility by maintaining strong liquidity and access to a range of 

capital markets;

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Litigations 7,495 3,750

Disputed invoices from medical providers 17,485 69,497

24,980 73,247

The Directors believe that the ultimate resolution of these contingent liabilities is not 

expected to result into a material effect on the results of the Company’s operations, 

financial position or liquidity.

a). Capital risk management
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 ■ to allocate capital efficiently to support growth;

 ■ to safeguard the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern so that it can continue 

to provide returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders; and

 ■ to provide an adequate return to shareholders by pricing insurance contracts 

commensurately with the level of risk.

An important aspect of the Company’s overall capital management process is the setting of 

target risk-adjusted rate of return which is aligned to performance objectives and ensures that 

the Company is focused on the creation of value for shareholders.

The Company has a number of sources of capital available to it and seeks to optimise its debt to 

equity structure in order to ensure that it can consistently maximise returns to shareholders.  

The Company considers not only the traditional sources of capital funding but the alternative 

sources of capital including reinsurance, as appropriate, when assessing its deployment and 

usage of capital. The Company manages as capital all items that are eligible to be treated as 

capital for regulatory purposes. The Company is regulated by the Kenya Insurance Regulatory 

Authority and is subject to insurance solvency regulations which specify minimum amount and 

type of capital that must be held in addition to the insurance liabilities. The Company manages 

capital in accordance with these rules and has embedded the necessary tests to ensure 

continuous and full compliance with such regulations. The company’s capital adequacy ratio 

was below the minimum required level of 100%. The company has put in various measures to 

ensure compliance including improving profitability and adoption of a quota share reinsurance 

treaty.

The constitution of capital managed by the Company is as shown below:

a). Capital risk management (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Share capital 500,000 500,000

Share premium 660,523 660,523

Accumulated losses (88,725)  (597,385)

1,071,798 563,138
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Insurance entities in Kenya are governed by the Insurance Act and as such are subject to 

insurance solvency regulations which specify the minimum amount and type of capital that 

must be held in addition to the insurance liabilities. The new capital requirements (Risk Based 

Capital) were introduced in the Finance Act, 2015. Insurance companies are required to hold 

paid up capital by the 30 June 2020; the higher of:-

 ■ Shs 600 million; or

 ■ Risk based capital determined by the Insurance Regulatory Authority (IRA) from time to 

time; or

 ■ 20% of the net earned premiums during the preceding financial year

The Insurance Regulatory Authority has also introduced Risk Based Capital model which 

will result in risk based approach to supervision.  In line with risk based methodology, IRA 

has developed a Risk Based Capital (RBC) model, which is aimed at introducing capital 

requirements that are commensurate to the levels of risk being undertaken, and provide 

appropriate incentives for good risk management.  The RBC model is a factor based model 

that computes the capital requirement based on four risk segments: insurance, market, credit 

and operational risk.

The Company’s Capital adequacy ratio position at 31 December 2019 is as shown below;

a). Capital risk management (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Total capital available 881,454 215,657

Minimum required capital 861,521 1,045,091

Capital adequacy ratio (%) 102% 21%

Required capital adequacy ratio (%) 100% 100%
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This section summarises the way the Company manages key risks.

The Company’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks. These risks include: liquidity 

risk, credit risk and the effect of changes in foreign currency exchange rates, interest rates and 

market prices. The Company is exposed to financial risk through its financial assets, financial 

liabilities, reinsurance assets and insurance liabilities. In particular, the key financial risk is 

that the proceeds from its financial assets are not sufficient to fund the obligations arising 

from its insurance contracts. The most important components of this financial risk are interest 

rate risk, price risk, currency risk and credit risk.

These risks arise from open positions in interest rate, currency and equity products all of which 

are exposed to general and specific market movements. The risks that the Company primarily 

faces due to the nature of its investments and liabilities are interest rate risk and price risk.

Market risk

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or the future cash flows of a financial instrument will 

fluctuate because of changes in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risks: 

foreign exchange rates (currency risk), market interest rates (interest rate risk) and market 

prices (price risk).

Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk arises primarily from investments in fluctuating interest securities.  The 

sensitivity analysis for interest rate risk illustrates how changes in the fair value or future cash 

flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates at 

the reporting date.  

The Company’s management monitors the sensitivity of reported interest rate movements on 

a monthly basis by assessing the expected changes in the different portfolios.

The Company’s interest risk policy requires it to manage interest rate risk by maintaining an 

appropriate mix of fixed and variable interest rate instruments.

Appraisal of investment portfolio is done on a regular basis and the investment spread reviewed 

depending on the existing interest rates. The Company has also placed significant balances in 

fixed deposits. However, the Company is not largely exposed to interest rate risk as far as loans 

and borrowings are concerned. There was no bank overdraft as at year end (2018: Shs Nil).

b). Financial risk

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)
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Short term non-life insurance liabilities are not impacted by interest rate risk since discounting 

of future cash flows of claims is not carried out. Non-life claims are stated on actual basis.

If interest rates had been 10% lower and all other variables were held constant, the Company’s 

profit before tax for the year ended 31 December 2019 would have decreased by Shs  23,620,423 

(2018: Shs 23,084,619). This is mainly attributable to the Company’s exposure to interest rates 

on its deposits.

The Company has no significant concentration of interest rate risk other than what is currently 

disclosed.

Foreign exchange risk

This is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate 

because of changes in foreign exchange rates. The Company predominantly transacts in the 

local currency (Kenya shillings). The risk associated with transactions in other currency is 

considered nominal. 

The Company has no significant concentration of currency risk.

Price risk

Price risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will 

fluctuate because of changes in market prices (other than arising from interest rate risk or 

currency risk), whether those changes are carried by factors specific to the individual financial 

instrument or its issuer or factors affecting all similar financial instruments traded in the 

market.

The Company has no significant concentration of price risk.

Credit risk

Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss to the 

other party by failing to discharge an obligation.

The following policies and procedures are in place to mitigate the Company’s exposure to credit 

risk:

 ■ The Company trades only with recognized, creditworthy third parties. It is the Company’s 

policy that all customers who wish to trade on credit terms are subject to credit 

verification procedures taking into account its financial position, past experience and 

other factors. 

b). Financial risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)
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 ■ Individual risk limits are set based on internal ratings in accordance with limits set by 

the management. In addition, receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis 

with the result that the Company’s exposure to bad debts is not significant. There are no 

significant concentrations of credit risk within the Company.

 ■ Credit risk in respect to re-insurance is managed by placing the Company’s reinsurance 

only with companies that have high international or similar ratings.

The credit quality of financial assets that are neither past due nor impaired can be assessed 

by reference to external credit ratings if available or historical information about counterparty 

default rates. Some of the Company’s credit risk counterparties are rated by Standard & Poor’s 

Moody’s Credit Rating Agency as shown below.

The Company classifies counterparties without an external credit rating as below:

 ■ Group 1 - new customers/related parties.

 ■ Group 2 - existing customers/related parties with no defaults in the past.

 ■ Group 3 - existing customers/related parties with some defaults in the past.  All defaults 

were fully recovered.

The amount that best represents the Company’s maximum exposure to credit risk at 31 

December is made up as follows:

b). Financial risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

Credit 
rating or 

classification

2019
Shs’000 

2018
   Shs’000

Government securities B+ 931,673 1,366,924

Deposits with financial institutions

Kenya Women Microfinance Bank Limited Group 2 280,731 338,697

Commercial Bank of Africa BB - 909

Stanbic Bank Kenya Limited BB 245,254 56,120

Co-operative Bank of Kenya Limited BB 121,380 112,764

Diamond Trust Bank Kenya Limited BB - -

KCB Bank Kenya Limited BB 294,375 79,654

Equity Bank Kenya Limited BB 167,528 20,505

SMEP B+ 5,088 -

NCBA Limited BB 207,706 -
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b). Financial risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

Credit 
rating or 

classification

2019
Shs’000 

2018
   Shs’000

Corporate bonds

Stanbic Bank Limited BB 58,540 338,697

Commercial Bank of Africa Limited BB 50,193 909

Receivables arising out insurance arrangements Group 3 264,786 56,120

Cash and bank balances

Kenya Women Microfinance Bank Limited Group 2 322,573 166,207

Stanbic Bank Kenya Limited BB 66,731 36,553

Co-operative Bank of Kenya Limited BB 184 281

Diamond Trust Bank Kenya Limited BB 291 6,294

KCB Bank Kenya Limited BB 17,454 1,770

Equity Bank Kenya Limited BB 6,980 12,368

Sidian Bank Limited B+ 2,735 2,560

Citibank BB- 956 19,547

Barclays Bank BB 548 16,332

SMEP B+ 5,320 426

Other receivables Group 2 615,596 333,330

Amounts recoverable under fund administration 
contracts

Group 3 12,975 48,123

Other receivables 3,679,597 3,184,035

Credit quality analysis

The following table sets out information about the credit quality of debt investments measured 

at FVTPL.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Government securities at FVTPL

Based on Standard and Poor’s Rating Agency ratings 931,673    1,366,924

B+                
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b). Financial risk (continued)

Credit risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

Credit quality analysis

None of the above assets are either past due or impaired except for the following amounts in 

trade receivables. The receivables arising out of insurance arrangements  which were past due 

but not impaired relate to a number of independent customers for whom there is no history 

of default. The ageing analysis of these receivables arising out insurance arrangements is as 

follows:

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that cash may not be available to pay obligations when due at a 

reasonable cost.  The primary liquidity risk of the Company is the obligation to pay claims to 

policyholders as they fall due.  The projected settlement of these liabilities is modelled, on a 

regular basis, using actuarial techniques.  The Board sets limits on the minimum proportion of 

maturing funds available to meet such calls and on the minimum level of borrowing facilities 

that should be in place to cover anticipated liabilities and unexpected levels of demand.

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Past due but not impaired:

- by 31 to 90 days 33,408 211,811

- by 90 to 180 days 44,351 54,341

- over 180 days past due           - 28,992

77,759 295,144

Receivables individually determined to be impaired:

Gross amount 301,720 482,995

Provision for expected credit losses (36,934) (27,305)

Net carrying amount 264,786 455,690
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b). Financial risk (continued)

Credit risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

Liquidity risk (continued)

The table below provides a contractual maturity analysis of the Company’s financial liabilities:

Fair value hierarchy

The Company specifies a hierarchy of valuation techniques based on whether the inputs to 

those valuation techniques are observable or unobservable. Observable inputs reflect market 

data obtained from independent sources; unobservable inputs reflect the Company’s market 

assumptions. These two types of inputs have created the following fair value hierarchy:

 ■ Level 1 – Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities. This level 

includes equity securities and debt instruments listed on the Nairobi Securities 

Exchange.

6 months 
or on 

demand
Sh’000

Between 6 
months and 

1 year
Sh’000 

More 
than 1 

year
Shs’000

Total
Shs’000

31 December 2019

Insurance contract liabilities 859,048 - - 859,048

Amounts payable under fund 

administration

52,650 - - 52,650

Other payables 751,485 -   -    751,485

Due to related parties 3,846 - - 3,846

1,667,029 -   -    1,667,029

31 December 2018

Insurance contract liabilities 1,563,340           -     - 1,026,075

Amounts payable under fund 

administration

3,846 - - 78,822

Other payables       16,583  -     - 457,344

Due to related parties 3,846 - - 1,099

    1,563,340           -      - 1,563,340
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Liquidity risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

Fair value hierarchy (continued)

 ■ Level 2 – Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for 

the asset or liability, either directly as prices or indirectly as derived from prices.

 ■ Level 3 – inputs for the assets or liabilities that are not based on observable market data 

(unobservable inputs). This level includes equity investments and debt instruments with 

significant unobservable components.

This hierarchy requires the use of observable market data when available. The Company 

considers relevant and observable market prices in its valuations where possible.

The Company had assets carried at fair value as at 31 December 2019 of Shs 106 million (2018: 

Shs 109 million).

c)   Insurance risk 

The principal risk the Company faces under insurance contracts is that the actual claims and 

benefit payments or the timing thereof, differ from the expectations. This is influenced by 

frequency of claims, severity of claims and subsequent development of claims.

Therefore the objective of the Company is to ensure that sufficient reserves are available to 

cover these liabilities. The Company deals in general insurance business and transacts health 

insurance. The risk under an insurance contract is the possibility that the insured event occurs 

and the uncertainty of the amount of the resulting claim. For a portfolio of insurance contracts, 

the risk the Company faces is that the actual claims may exceed the carrying amount of the 

insurance liabilities.

The Company has developed its insurance strategy to diversify the type of insurance risks 

accepted and to develop within each category a sufficiently large portfolio of insurance contracts 

to reduce the variability of the expected outcome. Careful selection of risks and implementation 

of the underwriting guidelines as well as use of the reinsurance arrangements bring about 

an improvement in the variability of the risks. Frequent claims review to assess all new and 

ongoing claims, review of claim handling procedures and investigation of possible fraudulent 

claims are undertaken to reduce the risk exposure of the Company. The Company also promptly 

pursues claims in order to reduce its exposure to unpredictable future developments that can 

adversely affect the Company.

The insurance business is ceded on an excess of loss, quota share, proportional and surplus 

treaties with the same retention limit across all product lines. Amounts recoverable from 

reinsurers are in accordance with the reinsurance contracts. 
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c). Insurance risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

Although the Company has reinsurance arrangements, it is not relieved of its direct obligation 

to its policyholders and although there are cash call limits for each surplus treaties of varying 

amount, a credit exposure exists with respect to ceded insurance, to the extent that the re-

insurer is unable to meet its obligation assumed under such reinsurance arrangements.

The Company principally issues the following types of general insurance contracts household 

and healthcare. Healthcare contracts provide medical expense coverage to policyholders and 

are not guaranteed as renewable. Risks under non–life insurance policies usually cover twelve 

months duration.

For healthcare contracts, the most significant risks arise from lifestyle changes, epidemics 

and medical science and technology improvements. These risks do not vary significantly in 

relation to the location of the risk insured by the Company, type of risk insured and by industry. 

The above risk exposure is mitigated by diversification across a large portfolio of insurance 

contracts. The variability of risks is improved by careful selection and implementation of 

underwriting strategies, which are designed to ensure that risks are diversified in terms of 

type of risk and level of insured benefits. Furthermore strict claim review policies to assess all 

new and ongoing claims, regular detailed review of claims handling procedures and frequent 

investigation of possible fraudulent claims are all policies and procedures put in place to 

reduce the risk exposure of the Company.

The Company further enforces a policy of actively managing and promptly pursuing claims, 

in order to reduce its exposure to unpredictable future developments that can negatively 

impact the business. Inflation risk is mitigated by taking expected inflation into account when 

estimating insurance contract liabilities.

The Company has also limited its exposure by imposing maximum claim amounts on certain 

contracts as well as the use of reinsurance arrangements in order to limit exposure to 

catastrophic events. The purpose of these underwriting and reinsurance strategies is to limit 

exposure to catastrophes based on the Company’s risk appetite as decided by management. 

The Board may decide to increase or decrease the maximum tolerances based on market 

conditions and other factors.
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c). Insurance risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

The table below sets out the concentration of the insurance contract liabilities by type of 

contract:

Gross
liabilities

Shs’000

Reinsurance
of liabilities

Shs’000

Net
liabilities

Shs’000

At 31 December 2019

Medical  insurance 809,588 152,413 657,175

Other short term  insurance 49,460 16,737 32,723

859,048 169,150 689,898

At 31 December 2018

Medical  insurance 1,006,176 11,150 995,026

Other short term  insurance 19,899 7,747 12,152

1,026,075 18,897 1,007,178

An analysis of the Company’s financial assets and its short term insurance liabilities is 

presented below; 

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Financial assets

Government securities 931,673 1,366,924

Deposits with financial institutions 1,324,303 608,649

Corporate bonds 106,067 108,981

Receivables arising out of insurance arrangements 264,786 455,690

Cash and bank balances 423,772 262,338

Due from related parties 81,432 86,885

3,132,033 2,889,467
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c). Insurance risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

2019
Shs ‘000

2018
Shs’000

Short – term insurance liabilities

Insurance contract liabilities 859,048 1,026,075

Less: Reinsurance share of insurance contract liabilities (169,150) (18,897)

Total 689,898 1,007,178

Key assumptions

The principal assumption underlying the liability estimates is that the Company’s future claims 

development will follow a similar pattern to past claims development experience. This includes 

assumptions in respect of average claim costs, claim handling costs, claim inflation factors and 

claim numbers for each accident year. Additional qualitative judgements are used to assess 

the extent to which past trends may not apply in the future, for example: one–off occurrence; 

changes in market factors such as public attitude to claiming: economic conditions: as well 

as internal factors such as portfolio mix, policy conditions and claims handling procedures. 

Judgement is further used to assess the extent to which external factors such as judicial 

decisions and government legislation affect the estimates.

Other circumstances affecting the reliability of assumptions include variation in interest rates 

and delays in settlement

Sensitivity analysis

Change in 
assumptions

Impact 
on gross 

liabilities
Shs’000

Impact 
on net 

liabilities
Shs’000

Impact 
on profit 

before tax
Shs’000

Impact 
on equity

Shs’000

31 December 2019

Average claim cost 10% 41,496 16,352 34,190 104,422

Average number of 
claims

10% 3,410 3,410 (2,387) (2,387)

Average claims 
settlement period

From 90 to 61 
days

(12,394) (12,394) 63,292 69,621
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c). Insurance risk (continued)

34. MANAGEMENT OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL RISK  (CONTINUED)

35.  EVENTS AFTER REPORTING PERIOD

Sensitivity analysis (continued)

The above analysis is performed for reasonable possible movements in key assumptions with 

all other assumptions held constant, showing the impact on gross and net liabilities, profit 

before tax and equity.

Change in 
assumptions

Impact 
on gross 

liabilities
Shs’000

Impact 
on net 

liabilities
Shs’000

Impact 
on profit 

before tax
Shs’000

Impact 
on equity

Shs’000

31 December 2018

Average claim cost 10% 85,905 68,990 (75,686) (51,723)

Average number of 
claims

10% 4,061 3,046 (3,578) (2,283)

Average claims 
settlement period

From 90 to 61 
days

(12,394) (12,394 (23,779) (16,202)

We have assessed the current impact of the global pandemic of Covid-19 and, whereas the 

situation is still evolving, we believe that it will not have an adverse impact on our business. 

There have been no immediate material shocks to our business that require adjustments in the 

financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2019.
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